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FOREWORD

__Therapid chary:3es that our_ecom5my is undergoing have many

implications for the role that vocational education will_play in

caning years. The present project was conducted to identify the

major foi.:eS and factors that appearlikely_to influence voca-

tional education in the_next_three to five years. Once these

influences were identifiedi information concerning them was

assembled; analyzed; and implications drawn for use in program

planning and policy development. The report ig_intende0 to alert

planners Anii policymakers for vocations.; education of major in-

foences that they Should consider When developing plans and pro -

grams for the next three to five years

The project was conducted with support from the Office Of

Vdational and Adult Education; U.S Department of Education. It

henefited significantly from advice received from fifteen pi.nel-

istS who are listed inappendix A. One of the panelists; Dr.
Henry naViai in his_role as senior consultant to the exer-utive

director of the Natititial Center, was especially helpful at many

points in the prt)ject.

This project was _conducted in the EvaluatiOn and Policy

Division Which is directedby N. L. MCCAtiin. The project staff

included the authors _of this report and Mollie firth who contri-

i,utod significantly during the first half of the project. Sherri

Trayser served as project secretary and was responsible for the

word processing of this report.

Critiques of a preliminary draft of_this document wefe Pro=

Vided internally_by Steven Gyuro and Joel MagisoS. External

reviews were CondOeted by Joseph F COates of Joseph F.- Coates;

Inc.; and Pobe-tt C. Uhrris, Indiana University. ..Muth Motley and

Constance Faddis edited the final draft: Only the authorS, of

course; Kre responsible 66t the final positions presented in this

report.

On half of the National Ceteir t am happy to _acknowledge

;m4 etPresz our APPreciation to 411 those Who contributed to this

report.

Robert Tayaor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research
in Vocational Education
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EXecUTIVE SUMMARY

There is little question that the remaining years of the
twentieth century will be a_ tine of rapid change; Responding to
the coMbined influences of- technological change _and forceign com-
petition; the economy is _shifting from one based primarily on the
production and distribution of goods to one bated primarily On
the exchange of information and services. This shift has impli-
-c7ations for all of education as is reflected in the various
reports by national commissions and task forces that appeared in
IWO examining the condition of secondary education; A recurrent
theme_in these reports is the uncertainty of the future and the
need for a solid educational foundation that will enable today's
students--tomorrow's workers--to adapt to the changes they
inevitailly will face.

In such a period of transition, it is difficult to know hoW
hest to prepare young people and retrain adults for rewarding
eiployment in a future Whose structure can only be dimly per-
ceived. As difficult as the task is, planners and policymakers
must make decisions based on the best available information and
this report is designed to help them.

The project described in_this report assembled relevant in-
formation concerning_major_influences on vocational education
that should be considered in the development of plans and pol-
icies. TO guide the assembly of this information, a general
model or conceptual framework of the major influences was devel-
aped. After several internal reviews and revisions; a dtaft_tif
the m(Acq was seet to fifteen external panelists with expertise
in a variety of disciplines. The suggestions from these
panelists were used to revise the node and then inforM6tion was
asseebled on most of the elements in the model, Ti at information
is presente in this report; together With an integrative summary

ree environments most likely to be encountered by vocational
education in the next three to five years.

From the information assembled; the following were identi-
f ied as major ,influences on vocational programs:

Studeees: a gradual decrease in the_ number ofsecon-
&fry itedeete: proportionally more minority and dis
advantaged students at all levels; many more adult
etudents_with wldely varying characteristics at the
postsecondary level

4 TechnologiCal change: rapid rated of technological
change making it virtually impossible to keep
ine.litutinnal equipment and eurrieula up to date



Competing_requirements: decreased time for voca-
tional instruction at the secondary level because of
increased requirements in English, mathematics, and
science

rederal_emphasis: a continuing emphasis in federal
vocational legislation on facilitating access to
educational opportunities

The interaction of these and other broad influences have
different implications for vocational education at the secondary
and postsecondary levels. These differences and implications for
all levels are summarized in the following sections.

Implications for Planning and Policy

Secondary Programs

The several reports on secondary education have caused many

states to consider increasing the credits required in English,
science, and mathematics for high school graduation. Such in-

creases, uncertainty about the effects of technology on the
ki is needed in the labor force, and the fact that only about 25

percent of hrgh school students take intensive occupational pre-
paration are pushing secondary vocational education toward an

increased emphasis on broad educational objectives. There is
evidence that occupationally relevant instruction can make
learning core meaningful, especially for those students who are
bored and frustrated in the typical academic classroom. To

realize this outcome, specific instruction in communication and
computation skins: will have to he integrated into regular
vocational offerings.

The increasing availability of personal computers and other
electronic media are among the influences *hat are creating the

need for a new model of the teacher--a model that stresses man-
aging learning rathet than, providing information. if this model

is to he implemented and secondary programs are to emphasize
broad educational objectives, current teachers will he the prime
agents in bringing about these chansas. Any plane for change
must convinc..e teachers of the need for change and involve them in

its implementation.

Postsecondasy_Vragrams

The same forces that are pressing secondary programs toward

an emphasis on broad educational objectives are increasing the
need for training in occupational skills at the postsecondary
level. This trainim] will be needed by young people seeking

xis i



enti-V=16V61 employment as well as by adult workers to keep pace
with technological changes or to obtain new types of employment
when their current jobs are eliminated.

Postsecondary institutions are in a favorable position to
provide such training because of their- geographic accessiblity
and psychological acceptability to adults. These features also
favor an expanded role for postsecondary institutions in training
the economically disadvantaged, displaced homemakers, and other
groups with special needs.

Linkage with Employers

While vocational education may play a broader educational
role at_the secondary level, its unique role will continue to be
preparation for employment. The conditions expected during the
remainder of the 19808 indicate that this will.be a favorable
period foi- deVelOping stronger linkages with_employers4 Surveys
')f employers indicate a greater willingness to cooperate-- with
vocational education than has presently been realized. Voca-
tional educators will have to be cautious, however, that they do
not- let involvement with employers divert them from their primary
goal of development of the individual.

Critical SkillS

There is a continuing national debate about whether or not
ShortagdS exist in critical skills areas within the labor force.

The areas of most concern are defense-related industries. De-
fense expenditures influence certain states and localities far
more than others. The H.S. Department of Education should he
able to notify states when major defense contracts are awarded.
These states should he able to use their own information sources
and work with local education agencies to determine if skill
shortages are anticipated and if corrective programs are needed.

Responding to TechnolOgical Change

Despite the rapid pace of teChnological change, the evidence
this study assembled did not suggest major changes in the types
of training needed for the work force in the next_three to five
years. It takes time for a technological change tee spread
through a work force of over 100 Million workers, and in most
cases the technology is incorporated into_eXisting occupations.
nor example, since many secretaries will he using word-processing
equipment, an understanding' of the logic of word processing
should he an objective of all instruction in keyboard gkiIlS.
In most cases; this change does not mean that separate courses in



word processing are needed. In a similar manner, workers in most
of the trades will need a barlic knoWledge of electronics as it is
applied to their occupational specialty. In the technologies
examined for this report, very few completely new programs will
he needed 'in the next three to five years.

Concluding Remarks

Many demands will be made upon vocational education in the
next few years. These demands will include continue delivery of
traditional services, as well as expanded roles in tszching basic
communication and computational-skills, training the disadvan-
taged, and retraining and upgrading adult workers. At the same
time, vocational education will have to justify once again its

claim as a legitimate component of secondary education. The
challenges are many, but they can be met. The broad support that
vocational education receives from those who use its services and
fund its activities irdicates it has met a wide variety of needs
in the past, and it can continue to do so in the future.

xiv 13



CHAPTER 1

THE NATIONAL CLIMATE

Introduction

When historians reflect upon the 1980s, they are likely to

characterize it as a decade of fundamental change. The basic
structure of the _economy is moving from one based primarily on
the production of goods to one based primarily on the exchange of
information and services. As the structure of the economy
changes and the wealth of the nation is redistributed, social
transformation results. The magnitude of the changes expected
during this decade has been compared to that experienced during
the InAustrial Revolution. Tn such an environment, badic inati=

tutional relationthips are affected, and vocational education
cannot expect to be immune. Vocational educators must anticipate
these changes with as much foresight as possible to enable their
programs to be responsive to this changing environment.

This report is intended for use by individuals responsible
for long-range planning and policy development in vocational
education at the national and state level. The purpose of this
report is to provide an early warning of changes that can be
.rlt.icipated in the next three to fire years in the environment in
Which vocational education operates. To understand the likely
impact of these changes, it was necessary to identify and study

trends in the economy, technology, and society that appear to

influence vocational programs. This report presents an initial
model of major influences upon vocational education. The model

was developed by the project staff on the basis of previoUs
research on the future conducted at the National Center. It was

reviewed by a panel of fifteen experts (listed in appendix A)

from a variety of backgrounds and revised on the basis of their

critiques. The model is based on expert judgment because there

is no body of existing theory that could be used in its develop-

ment. In its present state, the model serves as a guide to the
assembly and Subjective integration of information relevant to

the environment that influences vocational education. Thiel

chapter presents an overview of the model and a discussion of the
economic-governmental climate that constitutes a major influence

on public vocational education.

The Model

National goals, the economic environment, the role emerging
technologies play in determining skill and training requirementS,

anl the impact of the composition of the labor force and long=

term demographic trends compose the major components of the en-

vironment for vocational education. This report synthesizes the
information currently available about these components and

14



identifies the implications of_ dthis information for education an
training needs in the next three to five years, particularly as
they relate to vocational education.

The components of the model and the relationships between
them are displayed in figure 1-1. The model cannot attempt to
delineate every interaction between components of the system
without becoming hopelessly complicated. Therefore, the model
attempts the more modest objective of depicting the most power=
ful and pervasive of the relationships.

Long-term social and economic values are the foundation for

virtually all activity in society. These values are often so
fundamental that a discussion of their existence and the support
for them seems unnecessary. These values serve as the unstated
assumptions and the basic guidelines for society. An example of
such values would be citizens' support of the principles of de=
mocracy or Support for the maintenance of a free enterprise .

system. The basic values of freedom, equal opportunity, and pro-
gress, primarily defined in material terms, constitute this
foundation.

The model can be divided into three major sections-that have
some interactions across sections, with the majority of interac=
tions within each section. The first major section relates to
the economic climate and the role of government. The political
and economic climate sets the stage for all domestic endeavors.
This section includes the interactions between the nation's
government and the economy and their relationship to the public's
perception of the value of education. Each of these three com-
ponents is discussed later in this chapter.

The role of technological innovation and the diffusion of
that innovation comprise the second major section of the model.
Before society feels the impact of any technology, a technologi-
cal innovation must be commercially featible as well as commerci-
ally diffused (Rosenberg 1976). Historically, the diffusion and
application of innovations have first improved upon currently
applied processes in society. Later in their application stage.
the innovations are applied in ways that have never befOre been
considered. In anticipating the impact of technologies, it is
easier to identify those impacts that are improvements to old
techniques and processes, but much more difficult to anticipate
applications that have never befbre been considered. Only tech-
nologies that are currently in the commerical feasibility or
diffution stage are discussed in chapter 2, for this report is

primarily concerned with the hmpacts upon vocational education
within the next three to five years. One of the major inter-
actions across sections is between the diffusion of technology

and economic activity. Mensch (1979) has even proposed that
sprf-ad of basic new technologies thr(saqh the economy and even-
tual over-investment in them are the primary causes of long-term
business cycles.

2 15
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Demographic trends and the composition_of the labor force
comprise_the last major section of tVie model. The aging of_the
post-World war IT baby boom and the changes in the composition of
the labor supply are issues Which have direct impact upon voca-
tional Iducation, since these forces affect the supply of the
potential clients for education and training. Vocational educa-
tioas share of this_ training delivery is a continuing concern
for vocational education planners. These issues are discussel in
chapter 3.

Occupational plans, labor force participation rates, and en-
rollments in education and training programs are obviously influ-
enced by several of the elements in the other sections of the
model; The most significant of these relationships are shown.
They include the educational experiences of students, levels of
economic activity, projections of labor force needs, displacement
of adult workers by technological change, and international com-
petition.

Chapter 4 presents data on the trends in enrollments and
funding for vocational education. The discussion considers
whether, in times of shrinking federal dollars and shrinking
secondary enrollments, vocational education will continue to
attract students and receive adequate funding. Chapter_5 dis-
cusses the implications of these factors upon vocational eluca-
tion and identifies those factors Which must be considered when
anticipating changes in the next three to five years.

The Economic and Political Climate

The economic and political climate sets the stage for the
delivery of vocational education. The economic activity in the
nation and the resulting configuration of industries determine
the amount and the content of skills demanded in the labor mar-
ket. This section discusses national goals regarding defense.
the economy, and equity; the economic outlook as of late fall of
1983: and the current attention that public secondary education
is receiving.

National Goals

Every nation has a set of principles and values Which serve
as a yardstick against which the performance of society is
measured. These principles and values are the basis of national
goals. In the United States, national goals are communicated
through the political process with the identification of these
goals supplied by statements of the President, through the legis-
lative agenda of Congress, and via various executive commissions
(Biderman 1966). The most prominent statement of these goals is
the President's annual State of the Union address. The discus-
sion of national goals will address defense, the economy, and



equity These issues appear to have the most direct implications
for vocational education.

Defense goals. The Reagan administration has clearly placed
A high priority on maintaining and strengthening our current
levels of defense preparedness. In the President's Budget MOSS--SS-
age to Congress in 19B2 he states; "I have proposed strengthening
the Nation's defense; to restore our margin of safety and counter
the Soviet military buildup" (Executive Office of the President
1982; p._4). This polthy; however; did not originate with the
Reagan adtinistratiOn. In 197(30_President_Carter initiated the
biggest peacetime increase in defense spending that COngress had
passed up to that time. Subsequent increases under the Rtailan
adilAnistration have been even larger*

In 1978 and 1979; defense expenditures represented 5.0 per-
cent of the_grosS national productAGNP); Since that time; this
percentage had_intreased; with 1982 estimates at 6.1 percents
representing- the largest percentage of the GNP devoted to defense
since 1972 When the Vietnam War was winding -down 4U;S; Office of
Management and Budget 1983). In the FY 1983 budget; 29 cents out
of every dollar spent by the federal government was spent on
national defense.

The national- defense goals of -the United States interact
With Vocational education in both direct and_indirect ways.
Critical to the defense goals of the nation -is -the strengthening
of the technical skills of the individuals in the_military;_as
well as strengthening the skills of the individuals employed or
potentially to be employed by defense suppliers. -"The Skills
problem -that Congress believes is being experienced by the na-

detetide industrial base represents'one skills problem of
national significance for which vocational education is appro-
priate" (Starr 19840 p. 2). The U.S. Departments of Defense and
Education are encouraging cooperation between defense firms and
vocational education; Additionally; there is federal interest in
having public vocational education assist in providing training
tor the active military; the reserves& and other components of
the defense establishment; Increasing national defense expendi-
tures Will require_ more skilled workers in defense-Telated

AlthOUgh there is -no convincing evidence on how adequate
the supply of skilled workers will be there is widespread con-
cern at the national level that upgrading and retraining -of
skilled workers may bee' serious national problems (ibid.) =

The defense budgalso has an impact on vocational educa=
tion directly by competing for limited federal dollars. Both
defenSo and education are considered "controllable- expenditures
Of the federal government (Jennings 1981);__ They_fall into this
Category because the threat_of legal action to secure funding
does not exist as it does with entitlement programs like social

519



,security. With the_strong emphasis on defenise and the uncer-

tainty about the federal role in education, when these forces

compete for the same "controllable" federal dollar, education may

well find itself at a disadvantage.

Economic goals. After World War II, the United States
hecame7E6-international leader in the prOduction of goods and

services. While Europe and Japan were rebuilding and retooling,

the United States_established itself as the doMinant economic

force in international_trade As other countries regained their

production capacity, the United States maintained its economic
superiority until the early 1970s (Schwartz and ChOate 1980).

several interrela' 1 factors contribUtedto the relative weaken-

iha of the Unite .

States' economic position at that time.

ritSt, _While Europe and Japan welt rebuilding and retooling

with new indUstrial equipment, the United States continued touspN

equipment dating from before the war; In the postuar_era, cap5:-

tal investment for manufacturing equipment was not maintained At

sufficient levels to keep pace with the new industrial processes

used by overseas competitors. Thus, _While productivity continued

to increase in the United States dUrinq that period, increases in

productivity_ were greater in other countries (National Research

Council 1983).

Second, after 1473, the rising cost of oil contributed to

domestic inflation and the devaluation of the dollar in world

marketS (rahn 1979). Although the volume of goods and services

clenerally increased, the total value of these items decreased on

world narketS. Thus, tl)e same quantity of exports had to he

exchanged for a smaller'volume of imports, making. an negative

impact on America's balance of payments.

From the mid-19708 until today, the United States has been

struggling to maintain its position in competitive world markets.

GroWth and prosperity, having long been critical national eco-

nomic goald,_serve as the foundation of government policies.

Attempts to "correct" the short-term economic problems of in-

creased intonational emnpetition have, in some cases, led the

government LAD respond by attemptirg to decrease the competitive

edge enjoyed by products produced in other countries. Addition-

ally, the economy is undergoing a major change in the categories

of products which comprise the gross national product, resulting

in Americans producing more services than goods.

United States trade policy, rather than encouraging com-

petition and the changing configuration in the manufacturing

industries, has responded by establishing protectionist import

policies and subsidies to dying industries (Reich 1983). These

policies will serve only to slow the eventual demise of non-

competitive industries, not change the eventual outcome.
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Equity. The legacy of- the New Frontier programs and the
Great Society programs of the 1960s led the way for the 1970sto
he an era, when equity was a major- national goal as articulated in
national legislation, The economically disadvantaged. _the handi-
capped, minorities; and women were all included in legislation to
correct inequities in the economy, government, and education
(Taggart 1981). _While the legislation -jrthe 1970s made inroads
into these inequities, the economic situation of the early 1980s
has served to divert attention to matters concerning- the economic
health ofthe nation. The Job Training Partnership Act of 1982.
or example, while retaining- the basic purpose of serving econom-
itally_disadavantaged populations, gives a strong role to repre-
sentatives of the private sector in setting policy and designing
services.

National legislation for vocational education and the fund -
inq patterns authorized by this legislation have been the Cliving
force for implementing activities to strengthen equity in voca-
tional education in the United States. The 1976 amendments to
the Vocational Education Act of 1963 specified set-aside funding
for the handicapped _and the disadvantaged. Each state was re-
quired to hire a a full-time person and perform certain activi-
ties to address issues of overcoming sex discrimination, hias,

and stereotyping.

As this is written in the fall of 1983. Congress is con -

siderinq two bills to reauthorize the vocational education legi-
slation. Senate -bill 1039 was introduced by Senator Hatch and
reflects the administration's position with regard to economic
levelopment, program support, and adult basic education. It

proposes to allocate funds for sex equity activities, but_does
not requiro the continued utilization of sex equity_ coordinators.
The bill developed by the American Vocatiomal Association and_
introduced by Representative Perkins for Representative Goodling
and twenty-one others (H. R. 4164) has many of *he same purposes
as the Senate bill but differs considerably in ways to achieve
them. It does, for example, require the continuation of sex

equity coordinators. Other billt thdt fOcus primarily -on program
improvement and underserved populations are under development in
the Senate; Whatever emerges from COngressseems_likely to__
increase the emphasis to he 'iven to economic goals and to the
involvement of business, industry, and labor representatives in
vocationvl programs.

The Economic Outlook

Business cycle forecasts are made by analyzing data from
indicators of ecomnmic activity. These indicators vary in their
ability to predict the course of business. The advantage of
using an index of indicators is that any single indicator has
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biases and is sensitive to fluctuations_or unusual activities in
business, While an index is less sensitive to these pressures.

The Tndex_Of Leading Indicators, consisting of a composite of
twelve indicators._ is produced monthly by the U.S. nepartmerit of

Commerce. Some of the_ indicators in the series are used to pre-

dict troughs, tAlille other indicatOrs are used to predict peaks in

the business cycle. The leading indicator approach generally
predicts the peaking of the economy better than it predicts the

end of a recession. Peaks are often predicted seven months or

more in advance. While the ends of recessions tend to be identi-

fiable three months in advance;

The Business Week_Leading_Indexj a new index, was introduced

in November of 1983. Geoffry H. Moore, the same indiVideal Wh6

in 1950, developed the DepartMent of Commerce index, developed

this index; Available weekly, the index's timlinest is its

major advantage over the_government's inden. The Business Week

Leading IhdOX includes some data six weeks eeri=er than it canbe
incorporated into the Department of Commerce's Index of Lending

Indicators. Thud. by using -this teries, weekly changes in eco-

nomic activity can be identified rather than monthly chaingeS.

As of November 1983; the data froM these indexes are predic-

ting the slowing of the expansion currently being experienced in

the economy. The gross national product (GNP) it expected to

grow at an inflation-adjusted average of6.0 percent tot 198$.

This is the highest average yearly increase since 1976. Infla=,

tion is expected to remain at moderate levels while the foreiln

trade deficit remains the major drag on economic growth ("A Mew

Economic Index" 1983). The current expansion is not expected to

end bef6t0 May 1984 ("Another Huge Deficit" 1983). The profits

of automobile, aerospace, hone building. telephone, hospital

management, and pollution control firms are faring best in the

economic recovery. The steel, entertainment. paper, construction

machinery, cosmetics. and hotel/motel industries are not
responding to the increased economic activity of the recovery.

Long=range forecasting of the economy is a_risky business at

best. Even the txperts rarely attempt to make longterm predic-

tions. There are, however, a number of fendaMental activitiec

that serve as the backbone for economic activity in the United

States.

World trade and the international Economic situation haiie an

important impact on the long7term activity -of the economl% lm-

creased foreign exchange rates for the dollar have a favorable

impact on the erport balance sheet. while at the **Ma time making

previously competitive goods from American producers overpriced

in competitive international markets. Fortune ("The Recovery It

Reshaping the Economy" 1983) Predicts tit in the next six

twelve months, the dollar will decline in value, easing some of
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the pressures on IJS. exporters. The world economy is expected
to recover from its current recessionary cycle.

Punishingly high interest rates have exerted a significant
force on the management of corporations. corporations have a
stronger commitment to cost control than ever before. _Induetry's
first moves have been to slash labor costs, The need or labor-
saving techniques has accelerated the rush by manufacturers and
service companies to automate assembly and clerical tasks ("An
IntlationResistant Economy" 1983) .

Factors that emanate from the monetary and fiscal policies
of tee tedoral governmentinterest rates, money supply, and
taxesalso have Tong-term effects on economic activity. Econo-
ists Are predicting that, unless the unprecedented increases- in
the federal budget deficit can be controlled, the economy will
worsen considerably in 1q8 1" mother Huge Deficit" 1983).

As a result of the last prolonged recession the basic
configuration of the economy has changed._ Today's economy is
grounded more than ever before on personal consumption and less
on business investments. During the recession, many service
industries never receded, while mantlfacturiog industries were
devastated. Since- the recovery began, housing and eutoMobiles
have recovered with vigor, while steel and other basid industries
remain severely depress.

The Reagan administration's tax policies have attempted to
produce just the opposite effects in each of these sectors. Per-

sonal savings were supposed to increase due to the decrease in
perltonal taxes, while tax incentives were supposed to stimulate
be;,i!less investment. Instead, the savings .rite has fallen and
burOness has not added to its capacity.

Education Climate

One of the major influences on education in the next few
years will be _the reactions to the various reports on the condi-
tion of seconlary education in the United States. The most prom-
inent of these is A, NatiOn at Birds: TheIm erative for Edtia-
tionaf Reform, theTASOTT:77MNationa_Commission on -
Excellence in Education A19831. Others that have ref:Owed cone
siderable national attention include:

Reports by task forces or commissions:

Title Source

Action for Excellence Education Commission of the States, Task
June 1983 Force on Elucation and Economic Growth.

Governor James B. Punt, Chair.
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Title

ErLits s

for tho 2_15t_Centau
'September 1q4J---

"aden.
for College: What
Students Need to Know

1983

Education for
Tomorrow's Jobs
September 1983

Source

National Science Board, Commission on_
Education in Mathematics, Science, and
Technology

The College Board

National Academy of Sciences, Committee on
Vocational Education and Economic
Development in Depressed Areas,
Susan W. Sherman, Editor

Reports by individual authors:

Title

The Paideia Proposal: A Educational
Manifesto 1982

_A___Report_on_Secondary
Education in America 1983

A Place Called_Sdhodli PrOSettS for
the Future 1983

112E2?FS2A1.:11NE-412747-1111111J1ilemmA-al
the American 1_41- School -Today (in
press)

Author/Pliblither

Mortimer Adler
Macmillan

Ernest Boyer
Harper and Row

John L. Goodlad
McGrawHill

Theodore 11,_siter
Houghton Mifflin

The public high school has periodically been the topic of

various studies and reports, but never before have there been so
many separate analyses appearing within such -a short period of
time; This convorgence of interest from different sources_re=.
fleets an emerging concern that the schools, particularly the
secondary schools are not producing students with adequate
preparation for adult life; The reasons underlying thia concern
are diverse and no attempt will be made here to identify and

explain them. Nbe will any atteApt be made to critique the
separate reports. Reviews and comparisons_are available from
several sources including Phi Delta Kappa (1983). the National
Education Association (1983)i and the American Vbeational Asso-

ciation (1981); The following discussion focuses on those
aspects of the reports that are of direct relevance to vocational
education,
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Perhaps the major implication for vocational education is
that, for the most part; it is given relatively little attention.
Three of the reports from tatk_ftirdedthe Education Commission
of the States; the National Sciende_BOArd; and the College
Boarddo not refer to vocational education at All and a fourth;
the National_ Commission on Excellence; refers to it only in pas-
sing. The three reports by individual authors do discuss voca-
tional education, but give it little or no endorsement; Adler
specifically rejects vocational instrUCtiewhich he describes
as training for specific jobs--as not appropriate for education.
Royer reviews some of the evidence on the effects of vocational
education and finds relatively weak support. Goodlad concedes
that :students like vocational courses and that instructional
methods are_generally_superior to those in academic classes, but
questions the rigor of the instruction and the specificity of the
training;

The National Academy of Sciences report is the only one that
contains an unequivocal endorsement of vocational education at
the secondary_level;_ This report states that "it is the respon-
sibility of the public education system_to prepare students for

I._both employment and further education" (Sherman 1983; p. 82); It

then goes even further:

We would like to see vocational education become an
oquat_partner with college-preparatory education in the
education system as a whole; The most effective voca,=
tional_programs are deserving of that respect now; and
we would like to see all programs raised to that level
of quality and esteem (Ibid., p. 83).

Achieving the National Academy of Sciences' goal, however;
will be made difficult by the call for more prescribed courses in

rnglish, science; and mathematics contained in the other reports.
Many vocational educators are concerned that these new require-
ments will limit or even eliminate the time available for voca-
tional programs. The additional_ requirements may result in more
of the same type of content and instruction that bore and alien-
ate many students. If this happens, the rate of withdrawal from
high_school is likely to increase. The irony of such a_conse-
quence is that more rigorous academic requirements could produce
an outcome just the opposite of that intended--a less; rather
than better, educated population;
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CHAPTER 2

THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY

TeChnolOgical_Change in the 1980s, despite its rapid- pace,
is evolutionary tatherthan_revolutionary; Evolutionary Change

means that "best practice slOWly becomes average practice, and
processes and products now in the pilot or demonstration_ stage
cane into commercial use" (Ridker and Watson 1980, p. 35); Tech-

nbiogital changes have a gradual impact upon the economy. _These
changes are incremental_ Qualitative changes-occur only after a
considerable gestation time. _Discontinuities in the. trends inn

the environment, Which indicate qualitative change, arei_by their

very nature, nearly impossible to anticipate; This discussion
Will focus on incremental changes rather than on possible quali-

tative changes;

The 1980s are a time of rapid technologidal change. A_mul-

titude of products and processes have been developed by applying

technological innovations to solving problems and improving pro-

cesses; Technological innovations gild applications cart be
grouped into four categories; biomedical /genetics, information

and related technologies, energy, and manufacturing processes;

Biomedical/genetics technologies include genetic engin-

eering, bioengineering, pharmaceutiCals; and recombinant DNA.
Information and related technologies include semiconductors, the
applications of .microprocessors, cOmputer_software, and elec-

tronix information and doOnmUnications_SySteMS. Energy technol-
gies include the development and applidatiOn of photovoltaics,

goal gasification and liquefaction_, biomass, and geOthermal

energy. .Manufacturing processesinclude robotics and other auto-
mated technologies, as well as the application of lasers to
sensing and cutting processes: These examples are illustrative
and are not intended to be exhaustive: A more complete list of /

promising new technologies is presented in a report from Battelle/
Memorial Institute (1982).

For technologies to have an impact on society, they must
successfUlly complete the stages of the innovation prOcess
Understanding the stages_of this_process and the factors in-
fluencing this process allows for a more accurate assessment crf

the potential effects of technology on society;

TheInnovation ProceSS

The process that begins with an idea and ends With_a new
product or process that is accepted in the marketplace is the in-

novation process. This process isdynamid and intricatelylinter-
related across its various stages and with the state of the
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economy. While different writers give the four steps in this
process different names, there is agreement about the content of
these steps (National Research Council 1983).

The first step; tethnical_innovation; uses research to
generate new scientific knoWledge or new ideas for application.

In the second step; technical innovation is tratiSlated into a
technically feasible product or process. This usable prOdUCt is
aimed at a defined_ market demand; using both research input_ and
input frOM the market to assist in product development. Thit

stage ends when a single prOtotype_product is developed Whi6h
appears to be suitable for production.

In the next stage; the prototype is adapted until it becomes
a commercially feasible product. For a product to_be commerci-
ally feaSible, it must be capableof being produced in quantity_
with reliable quality, controllable costs; and assurance that the

product is serviceable. The production of this product may re

quire retooling the manufacturing plant and setting and enforcing
criteria for suppliers.

Once a new product has been produced in _quantity, the pro-
duct is diffused -into the marketplace. The diffuSion stage ad-
dresses. the requirements of the consumer using the product. The

diffusion activities fdt a product includes marketing the pro=

duct; training the customer, and providing any necessary support
services; including maintenance.

A number of internal and external factors influence the

propensity of companies to engage_ininnovation (National Science
Foundation 1982, U.S. Department of Commerce 1983b). FactorS

external to companies include the technological base of human re=

sources in the labor market, overall economic conditions includ-
ing_aggregate demand and investment rates, inflation rates and

market stability; the composition of the industry including the
concentration- and size of companies in the industry,_government
policies which require companies to concentrate -on short=term

problem solving rather- than long7term goals; and incentives_ for
innovation including the perceived riskiness of certain ventures.

Internal factors Which effect upon the rate of innovation

include corporate goals and specific objectives which guide

decisions about engaging in innovative ventures, the type and

amount of capitalization, the degree to which all levels of the

corporation focus on innovation, the quality of the internal

management of the company, and the degree to Which the company
reward system is based on achievement of long=term rather than

short-term results.

Participating in innovation is very risky. Empirical evi-

.
Bence derived from the chemical and drug industry shows that of
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all the projects begun, 43 percent were technically feasible. Of
the technically feasible projects* 45 percent were not conmer-
ially feasible Of the commercially feasible projects. 62 per-

cent were not economic successes. in this study, for every inno-
vation project that was begun, only 12 percent were considered
commercial successes (U.S. Department of Conmerce 1983b).

Because of_ the length and uncertainty of the total innova-
tive process, the Model presented in chapter 1 tracks only the
commercial feasibility and diffusion stages of innovation. The
technologies that have had the widest diffusion are those that
provide the greatest increases in efficiency in producing large
numbers_ of goods and services. A discussion of three technology
areas which represent varying degrees of diffusion follows;

Technologies

Laser technology, currently being utilized in a variety of
manufacturing processes for cutting* fusing, and sensory func-
tions is commercially feasible and, -it is expected that the
1pplications of this teChnology will continue to grow over the
next several years. Medical applications* applications in_ space,
and continued development of manufacturing applications will
highlight the future of laser technology. Like many technologi-
cal innovations, lasers are integrated with other functions and
do not have a_discrete impact on_society. However, knowledge
about the application of lasers in specific areas will be needed
in the future.

The second technological area shows great promise but has
few products_in the commercially feasible and diffusion stages is
biotechnologies._ The major areas of biotechnology applications
that are currently being developed are in pharmaceuticals, chem-
icals, energy, agriculture, and 5,16a processing. The United
States is the leader in recombinant DNA research and cell struc-
ture technologies, while Japan is the leader in fermentation
technologies. Only a few commercial products are being prOducel
with_this technology; Sufficient venture capital is currently
available -in this area, although as the commercialization of
products increase, capital requirements are also expected t3-in-
crease (U.S. Department of Commerce 1983b). _The_development of
biotechnological process engineering leadership is the critical
determinant for long-range competitiveness in industries that
utilize biotechnology.

The technological innovation that has had the most impact
upon the economy and society has been the development of the
microprocessor. This technology is a convergent technology_ Rada
19R0). Its applications are so widespread that every industry
and individual in the United States has felt its influence. The
manufacturing processes of assembly, weldingi and spray painting
have been most heavily automated. Office automation, including
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data storage and retrieval, word processing; and electronic mail

systems; is affecting the content of jobs in the office.

Applications of the microprocessor in automating the factory
and the office and their influence on skills requirements; parti-
cularly as they relate to training below the bAccalaureate level;
are discussed in more detail in the following sections. For a

related report that discusses the training irplications of ro.=

botics and office automation see Robotics- and Automation:
pmplioat'mns_for Vocatitinal Education (Frazer, Linger; and Lewis

1984).

Factory Automation

Robiots, numerically controlled machinrs tools; and flexible
manufacturing systems are but a few of the applications Of the

microprocessor in thd_fattOry. Flexible_manufacturing systems

are the integration of robots, nuagrically controlled machine
tools, and other material handling devices into an automated
manufacturing system Which can be used t produce a family _of

diverse parts in batches; All of these machines are linked
together with a dental computer; Flexible manufacturing systems

require_a considerable capital investment, thus their acceptance

hasbeenslow; Robots hi-We enjoyed greateracceptance as their

application in manufatturing processes has become easier to

accomplish;

In 1993 it is estimated that there are seven thousand robots

in use in the united States, 50 percent of them in the automotive
industry (Hunt and taunt _1983);_ Projections for the rcibOt popula-

tion in 1990 vary from fifty thousand to one hundred thousand.

While welding; spray painting, and foundry operations have been

the most frequent applications of robOtsc_they are currently

being applied to lightweight (less than five pounds) assembly of

electronics equipment (Ayres and Miller 1983).

Robots are not an outgrowth of any new technology, bUt they

do require a unique combination of existing technologies. Prin-

ciples of hydraulics; pneumatiCii and electronics combine in the_

production and maintenance of a robot. Thus, the skills required

to manufactOrd, use, and maintain a robot are a new confirgura-

tion of skills rather than new skills themselves (Tanner 1982)

The demand fit neWly=trained individuals with these skills

is not anticipated to be Signiticant in the near future (Fraser,

Unger, and Lewis 1984). The automotive industry, where halt of

the robots_ currently in use are located0_Will_retrain laid-off
omployees before they will experience a demand Ner robotics tech-

nicians trained below the baccalaureate level. Cincinnati Mila-

cron, a major manufacturer of robots, trains current factory
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employees_who have a background in electronics in two weekS to
perform the use and maintenance functionstn_robotoperations
(Tanner 1981). Any Signifitant demand_ for t obotics technicians
is not anticipated to materialize in the next three to five
years.

Office Automation

Ottice automation is a generic term for an array of office
equipment, much of which is based on microprocessor technology;
specific:: machines and systems included inthis designation are
personal computers* word processors and electronic typewriters,
r-opiers and typeSetterS0 private branch exchanges (PBXs); multi-
function computer systems, and local area_networks Which link
together a variety of the specific automation devices and
functions.

Much of the impetus &or automating the office is the need to

increase productivity; The econamycontinues to move toward iter
vice indeStries, such as banking, insurance, and health care, and
the information available in these industries continues to grow

at phenomenal rates. The need for -more efficient handling and
dissemination of information provides a strong_incentive_for_
information-intensive industries to automate off ice functions;

The automation of the office involves the full range of
activities performed by all levels of management and support
staff. Every worker in an automated office setting is affected
bythechanging environnent of the_office. The_discussion that
follows focuses on the impact of office automation on the
clerjcal professions, particularly the impact of word prOCC.Bsing

on the demand for secretaries and other clerical employees.

The automation of clerical functions will improve produc-
ttvity of office personnel._ There is evidence that the demand
for secretaries and other dletidal employees_will decrease
slightly in the near future although_these occupations will re-
main among the forty occupations with the greatest nwnber of new
job openings (Silvestri* Lukasiewicx, and Einstein 1983)* The
changes that will be experienced will be changes in the skills
needed in clerical occupations; Keyboarding will remain ilnpor=

tent. For advancement in the office and mastery of advanced word
processing skills, secretarial and clerical _personnel will need
to possess higher-order skills such as analysis, synthesis, and
logical thinking.

As office automation diffuses through information intensive
industries and the rent of the economy* the greatest demand will
he for workers with higher-order skills; There will- still he a

demand for workers with more traditional office skills- -those who
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do not possess the higher-order analysis_skiftt==but there will

be a deCtease in the number of openings for such workers;

The technOltigiet discussed in this chapter dO not represent

an exhaustive list of the technological developments that will

affect society. The techhologieS discussed do; represent the
technologies that will have the most widespread impact on voca-

tional_eduCation in the next three to five years; As other

technologies develop commercially feasible proilucts the impact

of these innovations will need to be assessed in terms of their

implications for vocational education;
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CHAPTER 3

THE LABOR FORCE

Demographic_ changes in the population and the labor force
present important training implicat'3ns for_vocational education.
As changes in these areas occur, art s skill-level demands fluc-
tuate as technology advances, vocati al education must adapt.
This chapter reviews major trends in demography and participation
rates thataffectthecompositionof the labor force. These
trends influence the types of- workers Who_now, and in the future,
are most likely to need vocational education-new entrants, dis-
placed workers, reentrants, or others, The chapter presents pro-
jections of job openings and job growth during tie 198014 and the
number of workers likely to be displaced by automation.

Composition

ourivg the period from 1945 through 1963, an exceptional
number of births_was recorded in the_thited_states. This per-_
Io(L commonly referred to as the "baby boom", had an increase_in
fertility rates (annual births expressed in terms of the implied
completed fertility of one thousand women) rising from 2.5 in
1945 to 3.7 in 1957; The rate began to decline in 1963 when it
dropped to 3,4. and continued to a_low of 1;8 in 1975. As a re-
sult of the jJlicrease of births during this_eighteenyear period,
a "population bulge" was created that -tins had and will continue
to have a major impact on American life as it moves to maturity.
Figure 3-1 illustrates the intensity of the "bulge" as this age
group grew older from 1970 to 1985;

Age

As the baby-boom group matures, the nuMber of entry-level
workers in the sixteen to twenty-four age group has already_de-
clined and will continue to do so. This trend is evident When
examining the sixteen to nineteen and twenty to twenty-four age
roups comprising the population and the labor force. Figure 3-2

shows a marked. decline in the number of sixteen- to nineteen-
year-olds in the population by 1985. The decrease in the twenty
to twenty-four age- group will not be as evident until the late
1980s or early 1990s. These same trends are reflected to a
lesser degree in figure 3-3 which shows a moderate decline in the
number or sixteen- to nineteen-year-olds entering the labor fOrce
by 1985, and a more pronounced decline in the twsnty to
twentyfour age group by 1990:

These trends have major implications -for the significant
youth unemployment problem that the nation currently faces; As
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is noted later in the chapter declines in these-age ranges were
not the same in all population groupsi and births of racial mi-

norities did not de-cline proportionally as much as hirthS in the

white population. Overall, there will_be fewer young people in

the sixteen to twenty-fodt ale range for the rest of this .7en-

tury., There willi howeVeri be proportionally more minority young

people who in recent years have had the most difficulty obtaining

e ployment;

One point is certain: there will be fewer young people in

the fourteen_to twenty- =four_ age range from whlch most of the
vocational education students have cone in the past.

Sex

Declines_are expected in the number of new entrants into the
labor force, 'ult. future growth inthe total labor force is still

expected: The United States labor force grew from 83 million in

1970 to 137 million in 1980 and- is projected to increase th 122

pillion by 1990. Increases in labor force- participation by women

are expected to compensate partially for the decline in new en-

trants into the labor force. Figure 3=4 shows a small future

Acrease in the labor force participation rate of men, declining
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Figure 3-4; Labor force participation rates by sex, by year;

SOURCE: Apptndix Moblfe C.6.
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tract 80 percent in 1970,to 77 percent by 1995; By comparison;
female labor force participation rates_are projected to rise from
43 percent of adult women in 1970 to 61 percent by 1995. T/-
pressed in another way; the mrcentage of males in the total
labor force declinel_from62_percentin 1970 to 58 percent in
1980 and is projected to decline to 54 percent by 1990 (figure
3=5). The increased participation of women in the labor force is
due; in part, to economic pressures on the family, the increased
number of single parent families and the desires of many women
for their own occupations and income Even if the official pro-
jections are too highoit seems very likely that large numbers of
women will be seeking training to -enter or re-enter the labor
force. One of the continuing challenges for vocational programs
will be to encourage young women to prepare and obtain nontradi-
tional employment Where their opportunities for earnings and
upward mobility will be greater than in many traditional 'female"
jobs;

1970 1975 1980 1985
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IWO

Figure 3.5. Labor force composition by sex.

SOURCE: A0-0 din taW C.7:

Minority Composition

lh 1970o minorities (blacks and others) comprised approxi-
mately ll_percent of the total labor force (table 3.1). Sy 1980
minority labor force representation rose to 12;4 percent
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TABLE 3.1

LABOR FORCE REPRESENTATION OF MINORITIES
(BLACK AND OTHER)

YEAR PERCENT OF TOTAL
LABOR FORCE

1970 11.1
1975 11.6
1980 /2.4
1985 12.7
1990 13.4

SOURCE: Appendix table C-8.

PrdijeztiOhS by_ the U.S. Bureau of Labor StatiatiCS show minority
participation indrhsing_ to represent 13.4 percent Of the total

labor force composition by 199o;

Particlpation rates among minority men dropped from 76.5

percent in 1970 to 71;5 percent in 1980 and are projected to
remain relatii.oety static at 71 percent in the 19906 (figure 3-6).
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Figure 313. Mintirity labor force panibiostioit by Mix.

(Wek sox! other)

SOURCE: Appawdix C.11
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Minority female participation rates; however; have progressively
increased from 49.5 percent in 1970 to 53.6 percent in 1980, and

the !L S. Bureau of Labor Statistict projects that by 1995, minor-

ity female participation will be almott 64 percent. _Eespite
hiqher fertility rates among black women in 19790 labor_force
participation rates_for_prime-age (twenty to fifty-four) black
wo6en were higher than those of White women.

Educational __Preparation of Labor Force

AS shown in table 3.2, the percentage of white men and women
in th6 labor force who are high school graduates with no further
formal education remained rather static from 1970 to 1979. In-

creases were noted in the percent of White men and women continu-
ial their education below the baCCALAUreate level for the period
from 1970 to 1979. The percent of White men and women in the
labnr force that received one to three years of postsecondary
7;Aiir474tion increased about 4 percentage points &On 1970 to 1979.

'finlike Whites during_ the 1970s. the percentage of black (and

other)_menand women in the labor force_ that are high school
tralmates_ increased 8.2 percentage points Gar men;_and 4;1 per-
centage points for women. Stmilar increases are also apparent
When examining the percentage of black (and Other) men and_women
in the labor force that acquired one to three yeart_of postsec-
ondary educatiOn._ Black _(and other) men showed an increase of
5.4 percentage points and women showed an even greater rise of

7.1 percentage points. Only_Sik years of data wereavailable on
the educational attainment of the Hispanic labor force; For the

period_trom 1974 to 1979, the trends were similar_to those of the
black (and other) men and women but not quite of the same magni-

tude.

These trends suggest that national educational policy during
the 1910s, which was_ primarily aimed at underserved populations,

was at least partially successfully. It is highly unlikely that
these policies will he abandoned _during the remainder of the

19flOs. Whatever other roles Shall bye expected of vocational edu-
cation, one hit the primary objectiVea Of federal legislation is
likely to be special assistance to those groups that have the
mo0 difficulty obtaining rewarding employment.

Taken together, the changes in age; sex and ractaliethniC_ _

onmposttion of the labor force suggest that for the rest of this

ntury; vocational ed0CatiOh will be serving a more varied

Clientele; There are likely to be mare adults, especially more
adult women; and more minority group members who will need

training and retraining; Some of the chi-ingots that will bo

necessary to serve these clients are discussed in chapter 5.
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TABLE 3.2

EDucATIoNAL ATTAINMENT OF CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE,
BY RACE; YEAR. AND SEX

MALE (%) FEMALE (%)

YEAR HIGH SCHOOL 1-3 YEARS HIGH SCHOOL 1-3 YEARS

GRADUATE POSTSEC. GRADUATE POSTSEC.

WHITE

1970 35.R

1973 36.4

1976 36.8

1979 36.8

14.1

150

16.5

17.7

47,1 13.6

46.4 14.0

45.4 16.3

45.6 17.8

1970 28.3 8.0 34.5 10.3

BLACK & 1973 31.1 9.9 36.8 12.4

OTHER
1976 33.4 12.0 38.R 13.7

1979 36.5 13.8 38.6 17.4

.111.1

1970 NA NA NA ?A

ttIS- 1974 25.5 10.6 33.3 10.8

PANIC
1976 27.1 10.7 37.0 11.6

1979 27.1 12.9 37.4 12.9

.......=allimomm=1.

SOURCE: AOperidix table C.10
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Tacit/stria' Trends

Projected Demand for Worker -*

Total civilian employment is projected to increase 25 per=,
cent duringthe_period 1982 to -1995 from a total of 102 million
to 128 mil lion- (Personick 1983); Mainly contributing to this
------ncrease will be growth in employment in service-producing
Industries; namely transportation, utilities, trade, finance;_
insurance, real estate, other services, and government. Within-
thisbroad_clustering, the fastest growing category is the one
labeled "other services." This includes such diverse industry
,classifications as medical care; business services; recreation,
aril personal. services. This "other services" classification is
ekpected to account for one out of every three new jobs_ over the
period 1982 to 1995 and to employ about one-fourth of the total
work force by 199S.

Service industries are not synonymous with service occOpa= -

tions. Service industries employ the full range of occupations.
In some- service industries such as medical and professional ser-
vices,deS, latge proportions of_the_workfbrce are professionals and
techniCiant. In other service industries,_such as protective
services, most of the workers are in actual service occupations:
Even in protective services, however, there are workers WhO are
classified as managers, technicians, secretaries, and so forth.
With all the discussion of the economy moving away from manufac-
turing and toward services, it is important for vocational edu-
cators to understand that service-producing industries employ all
types of workers, not just those ire service occupations.

The proportion of the_work force expected to be_employed in
manufacturing industries_in_1995 (18.4 percent) is virtually the

n 1same as was employed i982 (18.8 percent). If this projection
hOldA, the_ steady decline in the proportion of the work force in
manut.Setiiting Which has taken_ place since World War II will not
continue. Since the total_labor force will be growing,that
manufacturing should provide about 17 percent of the new jobs
expected in the 1982-1985 period.

The recent attention that high technology industtiet have
received would lead one to believe_that_they will be the: prime
sources of economic growth, productivity improvement, and

*The information in this section is based primarily on articles
from the Monthly Labor _Review, November 1983, which contains the
most recent industry and occupational projections available. The
time span of these projections is 1982 to 1995, which is longer
than the three=. to five-year period used primarily in this
report.
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employment in the carving_ years. While these industrls will
probably stimulate groWth and productivity_throughoutthe econ-
omy; their direct effect on eMployment will be more limited. The

U.S. Bureau of Labor StatistiCS has developed three definitions

of high technology industries (RiChei HeCker, and_Burgan1983).
All three indicate that employment in theSe industries should
increase faster than total employment between 1982 and 1995.
Nevertheldb$0_even the widest definition projects that high -
technology industries will provide only 17 percent of the new

jobs during this period. The second definition suggests high-
technology will provide 8 percent, and the narrowest definition
yields slightly more than 3 percent. TheSe projections should he
a warning to those states and localitieS that are attempting to
deal with unemploymentby_focusing their economic development

efforts on high technology.

Job Growth and-Openings

Industrial trends provide the context; but_vocational edu-

cators train for occupationsi not industrieS. Employment oppor-

tunities -for program completers are dependent bdth on growth in

the total nuMber_of jobs in the.economy and on turnover rates in

existing jobs._ For most_jobs, turnover is a far more significant
source of openings than is growth.

To highlight these differed-des, table 3.3 provides two sets

Of projections from the11.S; Bureau of Labor Statistics; The

first column_ contains projections of average annual job openings

for forty selected occupations for the period-r§0-tO 1990
(Hecker 1983). These projections allow for replacement as well_

as growth. The second column_provides projections of the growth

in- these occupations from 1982 to 1995 (Silvestrii Lukasiewicz

and Einstein 1983). These projectiOns dO not include openings

due to turnover of workers; they reflect only growth over a

thirteen year petioth

Recalling that the first o-olumn refletts annual openings,

for most of the jobs in the table; worker turnover is a far more

significant source of employment opportunities than is growth.

')nly for programmers and lawyerS dtied grOwth account for almost

AS many openings as_turnoveri and only for systems analysts does

growth account for more; _Occupations that already have largo

numbers of workers and that experience fairly high rates of

worker turnover are in the future.--just as they have -in the

past--likely to provide the most employment opportunities.

Expected Technological_Displacemerit

One area in which the displacement of workers by machines

hasreceived much attention is that of robotics. The manufac-

turing sector will experiehte the largest displacement effects of
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TABLE 5.3

RIOJECTED AVERAGE-ANNWCL_JOB_OPENINGS 1_980-1990
ANO TOTAL EMPLOYMENT CHANGE 1982-1995; BY CCCUPATION

PROJECTED AWRACE_

OCCUPATION MNUAL OPENINGS 1980 -1990
(Thousands).

1982-1985 CHN1GE
IN TOTAL EMFtOWENT

ITIfouCandS).

Retail trade sales workers 1.999 685

Welters end waitresses 786 562

Cash I ers 6$ 744

Secretaries- 575 719

Cooks and chefs 399 42*

Bookkeepers and accounting clerks 373 152

As semb tars 564 555

Typists 299 155

Kindergarten and elementary sotool teachers 217 311

Carpenters 180 247

klegisterwi nurses 179 642

Engineer I ng and science techh (clans 168 418

Machine tool operators 155 200

Autorublie mechanics 147 324

Rank tellers 125 142

Eno 'nears _
120 SINI

L iconsed pratf feel nurses 115 229

Secondary school teachers 107 126

Welibrs end flamectitters 106 103

Account.ints and bUdittirS 104 344

Real estate agents and brokers 104 115

Costae tol oil sts 77 _98

Manufacturers' sales workers 71 386

Social workers 69 71

Computer operattirt 67 160

E loch- lo I ens 63 173

0-atters 55 16

Bank of t leers 55 c

Plumbers and Pipitittars 52 130

Insurance agests and brokers 46 91

Dental assistants 44 65

AI I-rcrAnd mach1nists 43 58

Br it kitipers and stonemasons 38 _39

Fr ocr ammars 56 205

Lawyers 34 159

Air-toildltioning; heating; 4 refrigeration mecheniCt 33 __55

Systems analysts 28 -.217

Shyers 26 75

Printing Pratt operators and assistants 26 c

Automobile body repairers 25 41

SOLRCE: Niecher (1903, py 29).

bSilyestri. LuMtteitioz. and Einstein 0983. pp. 3843).

cfrojeclows for this specific ocCuPhtinn not available.
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this technology. The automative industry the hardest_hit indus

try within this sector, will experience _worker displacement in

fOUr major application areas, namely, welding, assembly, paint-
ing, and machine loadingand unloading. Expected worker_dis7
placeMent ranges from a lowof 5 to 10 percent of the Iota: -1980
automotive employment in assembly operations, to a high of 27 to

37 percent of total 1980 automative employment in painting oper=
ations (Hunt and Hunt 1983).

Other occupations, inolUding Checkers; examiners, packers,
and machine operators are projected to experience displacement
effects due to robotics technology by 1995, ranging from_ 10 to 15

perCerit_Of_all workers employed:within these groups (Smith _and_

wilSon 1982). Some_regions_of the country will 16C affected far

more than others. The Great Lakes_states particularly, with

their heavy concentrations of steel, automobile, andother high
wage manufacturing are likely to experience considerable-tech-

nological displacement.

Historically, the service industries experience less fluctu-

ation as changes in the economy occur than does the manufacturing

sector. Even during the 1979 to 1982 recession these industrieS,

especially the "other services" category, added workers; The

increase in other services was 2.4 Milli-Oh workers from1979 to
1982, a greater increase than the 2.2 ndlliOn_dring experienced in
manufaCturing during this time (Personick 1983). Thus, employment

within the service industries is not likely to be affected -by
automation as much as manufacturing will be within the next

decade;

"True" displacement, defined as becoming_unemployed dwe to

automation, does not appear to be a major national problem_within

the next three to five years, although it may be a severe_re-

gional problem. Displacement due to international competition or

geographic shifts of emp1oyers will be much more coMmon, but much

harderto_anticipate. The evidence this project_wes_ble to

assemble does point_to continuing shifts in -the makeup of the

labor_force. Barring_a major economic downturn hpweveri there

Should be no_ massive displacement that WbUldoverwhelmthe
capacity of the employment and training institutions of this

nation to respond.

Aunother_Set_orojections

The source of all of the projections- of anticipated employ-_

ment opportunities _presented to this point has been the Bureau of

Labor Statistics, ;LS; Department of Labor. These projections

have been criticized by same as being too conservative and not

allowing adequately for the impact of technological Change.
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There is another set of occupational projections that has
been receiving mueh attention recently. These are the projc,
tions male by the futures research organization; Forecasts_ inter=
national; and its subsidiary; Occupational Forecasts. PrOJed=
tiOnS for a variety of_occupations have appeared in the Futurist
(Cetron and WT0016_1982); U;S; News and World Report ("The_
Shifting JOb Market" 1982); Newsweek C"When JOb_Training;;;a
Lifelong Ptpeess" 1983) and have been inclUded in testimony pre-
sented to a auhcommittee of the Senate on Science and TeChnOldgy
Committee (Helms 1983). When one compares these various sources
(table 3.4), major adjustments are apparent between the original
publication and more recent reports. The adjustments are of such
a magnitude that one wonders What kind of changes in their under-
lying data or assumptions could be responsible.

Even the more recent projections; Which are sharply reduted
stand in wide variance with other_sources; For example; the pro-
jection_made in April 1983 for_the number of industrial robot
production technicians there will be in 1990 was four hundred
thousand; a decrease of 1.1 million from the June 1982 projec-
tion. As was noted in chapter 2, most other_sources estimate
that_by_1990 fifty thousand to one hundred thousand robots_ could
be in_use; If it requires four technicians to service each td=
bbt, it does not seem likely that manufacturers are going to
.realite the savings they are anticipating from robots.

Theae rather extreme projections_ are presented to caution
against over-reactions to new and exciting technological develop-
merits that will eventually have enormous implications for OCCU0a=
tiOns. It takes time bor changes in skill requirements to affect
A labor force of over 100 millionworkers; In most cases; new
skills tend to be incorporated_ into existing related occupations
and only occasionally do totally_new_occupations emerge; At pre-
sent; for example; most repair of industrial robOtS is _being done
by maintenance mechanics Who receive a few weeks of additional
training_trom the robot manufacturers. As robots are used more
widdiy,_this method may not be adequate; and an increased role
fOr public training may be needed; As that demand grows; public
institutions will be_more than willing to provide the necessary
training. In fact, in the near future, it seems likely that
there will be more training capacity than there will be demand
for program completers of robotics technician programs.



TABLE 3.4

PROJECTIONS OF FUTURE IMMANENT OPPORTUNITIES

FROM FORECASTING INTERNATIONAL, LTD.

(Occupational Forecasting, Inc.)

SOURCE:

DATE PNILLSHED:

SCI & TECH

SUltXt. U.S. BUS i

:FUTURIST NINSWEEK TEST1MONT WORLD IMPORT

June 1982 Nov. 1982 Apr. 1983 May 1983

PROJECIONS TO TEAL 1990 19% 1990 2000

Amerumewommorimirarmirmiiimrounowommoullolom.IPm.or%

OCCUPATION:

Hazardous taste management technician 1,500,000 300,040'

Industrial laser procua technician .2,500,000 61; I IT1

industrial robot prodation technician 1,500,000 809,900

Materials utilisation technician 500,000 400,000

5netic engineering technician 150,000 250,000

Holographic inspection specialiat 00,000 200,000

Bionic-electronic technician 200,000 200,000

lattery techniciara (fuel cells) 250,000 01114101110

Energy consolation technician 1,500,000 b 650,000

Housing rehabilitation technician 1,750,000 500,000

Efergency medical technician 1,300,000 400,000

riatric wail technician 1,000,000 700,000

300,000 300,000

360,

400,

210,000

200,000

160,000

120,000

250,000

310,000

500,000

400, 1'1'1

610,090

10011.111ii

04110.11

Mae
MN.

00.000

65,000

160,000

400,000

490,000

375,100

)110,001 e

'Called "hazardous waste augment' in Kama

bealled "energy technician" in futurist

cCalled "gerontological aides" in News and World Report



CHAPTER 4

TRENDS WITHIN VOCATIONAL WOCATION

The past decade ha.3 been one of steadily increasing enroll=
ments and funding for public vocational programs. At the secon-
dary level in the last half bf the 1970s, vocational education
enrollments increased despite the decline in the number of secon-
dary students. Most of the increase in funding for vocational
education has been frau state and local ovgitrces, as federal fund-
ing has remained almost constant (whether measured in inflation=
adjusted dollars or as a percentage of total federal, state, and
local expenditures). This chapter reviews enrollment and expen-
diture data for vocational education as compared to sitnilar data
for all of education during the 1970s and discusses enrollment
and expenditure trends for the 1980s.

Enrollment Trends

Serondary school enrollments will continue to decline during
the 19HOs as secondary schools experience the effects of the
lower birth rates in the late 1960s and the 1970s. Ais shown in
figure 4-1 , total secondary enrollment in 1975 was approximately
20;5 million, declining to 18.1 million in 1980: Projections in-
dicate that, by 1990, total secondary enrollment will decline to
15.6 million.

(millions)
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I-1 TOTAL SECONDARY TOTAL SECONDARY
ENROLLMENT i'dr-a VOCATIONAL EDUCA-

TION ENROLLMENT

Figure4-1. Total secondary enrollment vs to secondary
vocational education enrollment.

SOURCE:i C.11.
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In contrast, total secondary enrollment in vocational educa-
tion increased by over 100 percent in the period from 1970 to

1980. The number of secondary vocational education students as a
percent of the total number of secondary students more than
doubled from 26 to 50 percent in the period of 1970 to 1980.

As a percentage of total vocational enrollmentsi secondary
enrollments -have remained static over the decade; ranging from 58
percent in 1970 to 62 percent in 1900._ Total secondary voca-
tional enrollMenttl dOUbled during the 1970s;increasingfrom 5.1
million students in 1970 to 10.5 million in 1980 (see figure
4-2).
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ALL OTHER El TOTAL SECONDARY
AREAS ENROLLMENT

Figure 4-2. Enrollment in emotional education by level.

SOURCE: Ap-perklix tabb C.12.

AlthOd4h secondary vocational enrollments remained steady
during the final years of the 1970s, it seems unlikely that this
pattern will continue. 'Dotal secondary enrollments will drop
throughout the 1980s at a rate of about two hundredand_fitty
thousand per year. By 1990, there W111 be 2.5- million iewer_stu-
dents in secondary_ schoolsthan there were in 1980. In addition,
most states are likely to increase the number of required creditd
in En4lith, mathematics, and swAence. These increased require-
ments will OA:ke it diffitUlt_for_many stmdentsto schedule elec-
tive vocational courses. A decline in the number of secondary
students in vocationz,1 education seems alMost inevitable during
the remainder of the 080s.
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Occupationally_ Spec-ific__Enroilment

Occupationally specific enrollments, a category that was
initiated with the Vocational Education Uata System (VEDS), have
renained around 28 percent of total secondary vocational educa-
tion enrollments from 1978 to 1980 (see table 4.1). "Gccupation-
ally specific programs are those offered at or above grade 11
which purport to impart entry--level job skills for a specific
gainful occupation" (Golladay and Wulfsberg 1981, p. 16). Pro-

grams excltwled frcm the occupationally Specific category include
industrial arts, consumer and homemaking, prevocational, coun=
acting and guidance, and cluster programs. An examination of
nccupationally specific enrollments thus provides an indication
of the number of vocational students who could potentially enter
the labor market and find employment related to their training.

TABLE 4.1

OCCUPATIONALLY SPECIFIC ENROLLMENT
IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

ENROLLMENT

SgtONDARY
TOTAL VOCATIONAL OCCUPATIONALLY

YEAR SECONDARY EDUCATION
(Millions)

SPECIFIC PERCENV

1978 18.9 10,236,117 3,039,407 29.6

1979 19.1 10,095,884 2,926,260 28.9
1980 18.1 10,466,231 2,857,759 27.3

a0ecupationally specific enrollments as a percent of total
secondary vocational enrollments

SOURCE: oolladay and uulfsherg 1981. p. 47; U.S. Department of
Wucation 1983c, I983d.

Two other sources contain data on national vocational edu-
cation enrollment against Which the VEDS data can he compared.
These sources consist of two national probability samples: the
1980 self-repart of high school curriculum from the High School_
and Beyond database, and dita from high school transcripts avail-
able for the National Longitudinal Survey Youth Cohort (Campbell.
Gardner, and Seitz 1c082).
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Self-report of vocational curriculum has been_shown by

Campbell, orth, and Snits (1981) to be in substantial disagree-
ment with other methods of classifying studeats. Nevertheless.

self-report can he assumed to reflect students' own perceptions
of the major focut of their course of study. As ibch, it prob-

abi:' identifies studentd_WhO consider themselves to be preparing

for employment. Campbell. Gardner, and Seitz (1982) developed a

system based on patterns of course taking, _Prom these_patterns.
two groups, called "concentrators" and "liMited concentrators."

appear to be using their high school eddeation to prepare:for

employment.

Figure 4-3 presents a comparison of the percentages of
ninth= through twelfth -grade studerita who can -he considered to be
preparing_for employment according to the VETS definition. High
Schddl and Beyond self-report. and transcript patterns;__It in

interesting that the most rigorous method, ,analysis of_tran!-

scripts, yielded the highest percentage, and the metbOd that has

been most, often criticized for unreliability and duplication

(Denson and HOachlander 1981: Brown et al. 1980)i the VEDS
reports, yielded the loweat. All threesources_indicate that
approximately 25 percent (probably a fairly accurate estimate) of

the students are preparing to enter the labor market directly

after high school;

Z
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Cooperative _Education

Currently one of the major policy thrusts for a11 publicly
supported training is increased involvement with private sector
employers. Private Industry Councils (PICA) were established by
the Job Training Partnership Act (P.L. 97-300) to give employers
aril other private sector representatives formal roles in decision
making for employment and training programs. A bill introduced
into the 11.S. !louse of Representatives (11.R. 4164) to reauthorize
federal vocational education legislation also has a strong empha-
sis on increased involvement of employers in vocational programs.

Since its earliest days, vocational education has been com-
mitted to linkage with employers. The two primary methods of
fostering this linkage have been advisory committees and cooper-
ative education. Unfortunately: there are no national data on
how prevalent or active advisory committees are. Virtually all
programs claim to use them, but their involvement appears to vary
'rum vigorous continuing interaction to token committees.

There are data on enrollments in cooperative education pro-
grams, and these are presented in table 4.2. Cooperative enroll-
wents increased over the 1970s at about the name rate as total
vocational enrollments. Consequently, the percentage has re-
mained stalae. Cooperative enrollments_ as a percentage of total
vocational enrollments are deceptively low_since total vocational
enrollments include students below grade eleven, consumer and
homemaking stuAents, and adults in short-term programs. Coopera-
tive enrollments as a percentage of occupationally specific en-
rollments are a better indicator of how many of those preparing
for employment are receiving on-the-job experience; Using occu-
pationally specific enrollments as a base, about one in ten is
receiving such training. This is more encouraging but is still
far below levels many consider desirable.

There does seem to he a potential for increasing cooperative
enrollments. Surveys of manufacturers Nunez and Russell 1982)
and of representive national and state samples of employers
(flemmings Ie082: Owens and Monthey 1983) reflect a widespread
wiilingness to provide _work experience for vocational students.
Nunez and Russell found, for example, that 21 percent of a sample
of members of the National Association of Manufacturers currently
provide work experience and an additional 53 percent report they
are "quite likely" to do so. If the economic recovery continues
to reduce employment, and given that there will be fewer new
entrants in the labor market, the remaining years of the decade
should he an especially favorable time to involve employers in
cooperative education programs.



TABLE 4.2

COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENTS
AS A PERCENTAGE OF

TOTAL_ VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND
OCCUPATIONALLY SPECIFIC ENROLLAENTS, BY YEAR

AS PERCENT OF

YEA P

CaOPERATIVE
ENROLLMENTS

Total
Vocational
Enrollments

TYCZUFWEIdNiar
Specific

Enrollmnts

1971 379.414 3.6 NA

1972 459.614 3.9 NA

1973 508.409 4.2 NA

1974 605.140 4.4 NA

1975 518.071 3.7 NA

1976 611.480 4.0 NA

1977 628.150 3;9 _NA_

1978 580, 316 3.4 10.2

1979 597.564 3.5 10.0

1980 623.741 3.7 10.8

SOURES: Led and Fitzgerald (1975, p. 46, 64): U.S. Office of

Education (1979. p. 68): U.S. Department of Education
(1983c, p. 343, 1983d. p. 175).

Fundino_of_Vocational Education

Total expenditures for education have more than doubled

since 1969, increasing from $70 billion to an estimated $200

trillion in 1981. When viewing total education expenditures as a

percent of the gross national product (GNP), however, a reverse

trend is evident. In 1969, total education expenditures repre-

sented approximately 7.5 percent of the GNP (see figure 4-4).

kfter peaking in 1975 at 8 percent, total expenditures for edu-

catio:. have Slowly decreased to an estimated 6.8 percent of the

GNP in 1981.

Federal funding for vocational programs more than doubled in

current dollars between 1970 and 1981. from $300 million in 1970

to approximately $854 million in 1q81. State and local expendi-

tures more, than guairupled Auring this same period, from $1.5

billion to $6.6 billion in current dollars. Since 1978, growth

in state and local expenditures has slowed.
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Figure 44. Total whication expenditures as percentage
of total GNP, by year.

SOURCE: Appmclix tat& C.14.

Expressed in constant 1981 dollars, total federal vocational
education expenditures actually decreased from $981 million in
19 72 tr.) $854 million in 1981 (see figure 4-51, representim_a 13
percent decrease over the ten-year period. In constant dollars,
state and local vocational expenditures increased by 44 percent
during the rwriod of 1972 to 1981, increasing from $4.6 billion
in 1972 to $6.6 billion in 1981;
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Historically, state and local expenditures_havecomprised
approximately 85 to 90 percent of total vocational education__
funding, Whereas federal expenditures_ have represented the other
10_ to 15 percent; In 1975, fOr example* state and local expen-
ditures accounted for approximately 87 percent of total. voce=
tional education funding (see figure 4-6);
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Figure 4-6. Federal, state/local expenditures as a percentage
of total vocational education expenditures.

SOURCE: Ap-OlidiictabliC.15.

When viewing total vocational education exrmnditures as a
percentage of total education expenditures, a slight_ increase is
evident over the period 1972 to 1981. In 1972, total vocational
education exFenditures represented ;".2 percent of total education
expenditures, whereas in 1980 they increased to 4.1 percent (see
table 4.3)

Despite a decreasing percentage of GNP_being allocated for
education_expenditureS, and despite the decline_in the_pppulation
of young people in the prime sixtecn to twenty-four agegroupi
vocational education enrollments and expenditures have increased
The renewed interest in education reflected in the various
reports discussed in chapter 1 should serve to maintain or per=

haps eiten_itWrease funding for pUbliceducation_in_the next few
years. If there are any increases, they probably will come from

state and local sources. The large federal- deficit and_continu-
ing_effortstocontrol nondefense spending have caused Congress

to be reluctant to increase funding for any dcoestic_programs
including education The _contending trends that will= influence
programs the next few Years discussed in the next chapter.
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TABLE 4.3

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EXPENDITURES AS PERCENT
OF TOTAL EDUCATION EXPENDITURES

(CURRENT mILLARs)

SCHOOL
YEAR

FISCAL
YEAR

EXPENDITURES
(MILLIONS) VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION AS
PERCENT OF TOTAL

Total Vocational
Education Education

1971=72 1972 $ 82,999.0 2,660.7 3.2
1973=74 1974 98,019.4 3.433.8 3.5

1975-76 1976 121,603.8 4,713.5 3.9
1977-78 1978 140,367.5 5,673.5 4.0

1979-80 1980 169,615.1 6,914.0 4.1

SOURCES: U.S. Mepartment of education (1982, p. 23, 1983a,

p, 152)
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CHAPTER 5

IMPLICATIONS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

What do the trends reviewed in the previous chapters mean
for program planning and policy development in vocational educa-
tion? Sone implications have been mentioned in the preceding
chapters. This chapter presents an integrative summary of these
chapters and uses this summary to draw implications for planning
and policy development. Although all levels of vocatianal educa-
tion operate in the same environment, the implications are dif-
ferent at the secondary and postsecondary levels. The nature of
these differences are discussed followino a description of the
most likely environment for vocational education during the re-
mainder of the 1980s.

The Environment for Vocational Education

Economy/Government

As this chapter is written, at the very beginning of 1984,
the economic recovery from the 1979 to 1982 recession has been in
progress for about one year. Sales of several products basic to
the economy have risen dramatically and productivity has in-
crelsed in many industries. Unemployment has declined and infla-
tion rates have held steady. The nation appears to he emerging
from the mood of pessimism that accompanied the long period of
"stagfla%ion" when inflation remained high despite decreased
levels of economic activity ("Consumers More Optimistic" 1983:
"Public More Trusting" 1983).

Many problems still remain. Although unemployment has de-
clined from its post-World War II peak, it is still much higher
than during most of the past four riecades. One out of every two
minority teenagers Who wants a job cannot find one. Large budget
deficits and trade imbalances remain. The default of billions of
dollars in foreign loans is a continuing possibility. Certain
baste industries are not competitive in world markets, and vigor-
ous efforts are underway in many foreign countries to capture
markets for products Where the United States still has an advan-
tage (Reich 1983).

Maintaining the economic recovery and enhancing the produc-
tivity and competitiveness of the American economy will remain
high on the national agenda, as will national defense. Even if
there is a major shift in national defense policy, the contracts
for defense procurement that have been signed in the past five
years will be honore This means a substantial commitment of
federal funds and the possibility of defense-related industries
in some geographic areas competing with the civilian sector for



workers in critical skills occupations such as 9etalworking and
electronics.

Educational climate. Another topic high on the national
Agenda it education. The Nation at Risk (National Commission on
Excellence in Education 1983) report has brought increased visi-
bility to the problems of secondary education as have several
other reports that examine these problee.ls. The attention given
to this topic by President Reagan has further served to foCUS
national interest and debate.

The primary concern of these reports is the quality of sec-
ondary instruction. The consensus reflected in several of them
is that high school studentt are not obtaining a solid foundation
in the communication and computational skills that underlie all

future educational and occupational efforts. The main recommen-
dation is to increase the number of credits required for high
school graduation in English, mathematics, and science. If this
recommendation is widely adopted and courses in these subjects
are taught in the usual manner, the most likely outcomes are
either a significant increase_ in the number of high school drop-
outs or a proliferation of diluted "less demanding" courses in
these subjects. Neither outcome is desirable.

Technology

Underlying many of the economic problems and the educational
ehate is the continuing transition of the Amtrican economy from

one based primarily on manufacturing to one based primarily on
services_ and information. A primary cause of this transition is
the applications of computer and communications technologies that
enable more to be produced with fewer workers and simultaneously
create and fill a demand for more information.

The oajor educational question arising from these technol-
nqical developments is Whether their net result is to create a
need for a more or lens technically skilled work force. Those

who advocate a strong_emphasis on science, mathematics, and tech-
nology Enclude most of the commissions and task forces that have
examinea secondary education, particularly the National Commis-
sion on Excellence in Education (1983), the Task Force on Educa-
tion and Economic Growth of the Education Commission of the
States (1983), the National Science Board Commission on Pre-
college Education in Mathematics,. Science, and Technology (1983),

;Ana the College Board (1983). All of these sources cite the_
rapid diffusion of advanced technology throughout society. They

claim that technological literacy, especially computer literacy,

wilt he fundamental to most of the preferred jobs in the work

force. Some also point to the much stronger science and mathe-
maticS emphasis in other industrialized countries and imply
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that weaknesses in our education system may be one of the sources
of our declining productivity and lack of competitiveness in
international markets.

-_
There are others; however, Who claim that future advances

will require fewer, not more, highly trained technicians (Levin
and Ruuberger 1983). They see a work force composed not of
highly skilled technical workers, but mainly of low-skilled
service workers. Even many of those Who will have tedhnicaI jobs
will work with "friendly" computers that require no specialized
programming and that self-diagnose their own malfunctions.

If projections of this type are correct; the skill distribu-
tion in the labor force of the future is likely to assume the
shape of a highly disproportionate_ hourglass. In the top of the
hourglass will be a relatively small ntiMber of highly educated
scientists and engineers who develop and translate new knowledge
into the technology that the rest of the work force, the very
large bottom of the hourglass, uses in almost all occupations.
These workers at the bottom; however; will not have to understand
the technology, just i.ow to use it in their particular jobs.

Occupational projections. Regardless of- which side_ one
takes in this debate, it seems fairly clear that most jobs- during
the rest of this decade will not involve high levels of scienti-
fic or mathematical skills; High-technology industries, even
when defined_ quite broadly; are expected to account for only 17
percent of -the new jobs created between 1982 and 1995 (Riche,
Hecker; and Burgan 1983). The five occupations that the U.3.
Bureau of Labor Statistics expects to grow the most by 1995 -(in
absolute numbers; not percentage growth) are building custodians,
secretaries, cashiers, general office clerks, and sales clerks
(Silvestri; Lukasiewicz, and Einstein 1983).'

The projected growth in these occupations is in addition to
the numbers that will be needed to replace those who leave these
occupations. In 1982, for example, there were about 2.5 million
secretaries. The projected increase by 1995 is 719,000 or an
average increase of 55,000 per year. The best estimates of the
replacement need for secretaries who change occupations or leave
the lallor force is About 500,000 job openings for secretaries
each year.

Some critics claim that the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics'
forecasting methodology essentially projects past trends and (toes
not incorporate the effects of technological change. The demand
for secretaries may be influenced more by the adoption of word
processors and related technologies for the electronic storage
and retrieval of information than the present projections indi-
cate. Even if the projections are wrong by 50 percent, there
AZA11 will he far more demand for secretaries than for any of the
computer-related occupations, despite their faster rates of
growth.
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DemographytLaborForce

The major demogr !ic trend influencing vocational education
for most of the rest ; this century is the decline in the number
of secondary studentt. Almost all of the young people who will
he in high schools befere the year 2C00 have already been born,
and all projections point to a steady decline through the early
1990s. Historically most vocational etudents have been at the

secondary level. Throughout the 1970s, the percentage at this
level held steadily around 60 percent. In the 19R0s, the actual
numoer of secondary vocational students is expected to decline as
the total secondary school population declines.

The decline in births hAt not been uniform through all seg-

1'8,nts of our society; Birthrates in racial minority groups in
the United States have traditionally been higher _than in the
white population, -and the rate for minorities did not decline as
much as the rate- for whites during the late 1960s and the 1970s.
Thus; although there will be fewer young people in high schools
for the next ten years, there- will be proportionately more from

racial minority groups. Furtheeeoed, proportionately more min,_
jetty group members come from finaheially disadvantaged families;
It is youngpeople from these backgroundS WhO often have the_most
difficulty in school and who are likely to need special services.
Provision of such Services is a major focus of federal vocational
legislation, and the billS currently_ before both branches of Con-
,iress for reauthorization of the legislation indicate that this
focus will continue; equaliziel access to educational opportun-
ities will in all likelihoodi continue to he the prime objective

Of federal education legislation.

The decline in births after the early 19605:6160 means -there

will he fewer new Labor market entrants; This should have favot-
able consequences for vocational programs; It_should be easier

for young job seekers to find employment, and employers should he
!I;)re willing to participate in cooperative education programs.

_Thera is also a negative consequence of the decline -in

births. Since the h;iNi-boon generation has largely_ completed its

education, there -are fewer people with members of their family

directly involved in education. This means that there are fewer
taxpayers; fewer school board members, and fewer_state
tors with a direct stake in the gdality_tif education; As the_

19808_progress there will be fewer Student* in schools and in-

creasing demands upon_public funds. With such a combination,
education could wall _find itself receiving prOgreittiVely smaller

shares of public fehile.

If the preceding scenario is Accepted as_the most likely

description of the environment for the next three vl_five years;

vocational educators should begin now to prepate their programs
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t-or this environment. TO summarize, the major influences on
vocational education will include the following:

Student characteristics: a gradual decrease in the
number of secondary studentS; proportionately more
minority and disadvantaged students at all levels;
many more adult students with widely varying charac-
teristics at the powksecondary level

Technological chantie: rapid rates of technological
change making it virtually impossible to keep
institutional equipment and curricula up-to-date

Competing requirements: decreased time hot- voca-
tional instruction at the secondary level because of
increased requirements in English, mathematics, and
science

Federal emphasis: a continuing emphasis in federal
vocational legislation on facilitating access to
educational opportunities

Although these influences will affect all levels of education,
their implications are likely to he quite different at the
secondary and postsecondary levels. The implications at these
levels are discussed in the following sections.
4

Secondary Vocational Education

Regardless of the recommendations of_national commissions,
hasir educational decisions are made at the state and local
levels. The decisions made in the next few years regarding sec-
oslary education will have a major impact on secondary vocational
programs for the remainder of the century. These decisions could
give increased attention to the contribLition of occupationally
relevant instruction to the attainment of broad educational ob-
jectivesa role that advocates of vocational education have em-
phaized since its earl,iest origins (Commission on National Aid
t () Vocational Education 1914).

Virtually every vocational instructor with a few years'
experience can recall several students who were bored and frus-

trated in academic classes; When in a vocational classroom,
however, they saw a reason to_learn and to increase their basic
skills while studyino_ occupational skills; Most instructors
would like to think this occurs_ naturally and requires little

special attention. Unfortunately, the research evidence (Corman
1980: Lotto 1983: Weber et al. 1982) does not support this
assuription; The evidence does suggest, however, that When a
focused effort to teach the basics is combined with occupational
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instruction, the performance of underachieving students improves.
Occupational content provides interest, relevancy, and a chance
for successful performance that is denied many students in the
academic classroom (Berryman 1980). If increasing creditt in
required subjects limits these opportunities, tne likely result
will be to compound, not solve; many current problems in
secondary education.

One thing seems certain: In the coming years, high schools
will have to ensure that, at a minimum, students master basic
conmunication and computational skills. of course, vocational
education cannot assume the main responsibility of ensuring that
all students have such skills, but common observation and some
research indicates that it can contribute.

In Addition, the evidence on occupationally specific train-
ing presented in chapter 4 indicates that only about 25 percent
of secondary students use vocational courses to prepare them-
celves to enter the labor market directly out of high school. The
other 50 percent who take some vocational courses are apparently
taking these courses for other reasons such as occupational
exploration or personal interest;

Finally, What effect will technological change have on the
level of technical skills needed in the labor force? The ques-

tion is at present unanswered. Where evidence is available;
technology appears to de-emphasize manipulative skills and stress
cognitive and analytic skills; Robots; for example, are dit=
placing assemblers and operatives, but increasing the demand for
technicians (Hunt and Holt 1983). Computer-assisted design re-
quires few lettering or drawing skills, but cost iderable concep-
tualization skills. Word processors make it easy to correct a
keyboarding error; but requires conceptual skills to avoid errors
such as erasing material that has been placed in temporary stor-
age (Fraser, Unger, and Lewis 1984).

Even those Who contend that technology is deskilling jobs do

not advocate less education. Instead, they advocate less spe-
cific training and more general education- to prepare young people

to adapt to the many occupational and technical changes they will
experience in future years (Levin and Rumberger 1983).

The convergence of these various considerations appears to

be pushing secondary vocational education toward a greater em-
phasis on broad educational functions and a decreased emphasis on
preparation for entry-level employment. The responses of voca-
tional educators to these pressures will depend on What they
consider most appropriate for their particular circumstances. If

broad elUcational functions are to he emphasized, changes will be
needed in What is taught and how it is taught.
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Development of IntegratedtDfferings

At present, most vocational courses spend_little time on
basic communication and computational skills (Ha/asz and Berm_
196'3); If improving skills in these areas is to be an objective
of vocational courses, methods of providing instruction must be
integrated into regular vocational offerings. Individual in-
structors can- not- he expected to accomplish such integration on
their own. They have neither the time nor the expertise. In7
structional units on basic :skills and techniques foir integrating
these units into vocational courses will have to be developed,
tested, and disseminated; and teachers will have to be trained in
their use. The development and_ testing of the units could most
_tfficiently be carried out at the national level; whereas dissem-
inati:In and inservice training of teachers are appropriate state
and local activities.

New Model of Taching

With a declining numner of secondary students; relatively
few new vocational instructors will he hired in the next ten
years. If secondary programs are -to change, current teachers
must assume responsibility for this change. Itn this effort, they
will need considerable assistance and support. _What is needed
more than anything else is a new model of teaching.

The primary role of_the teacher has been as a provider of
information. /n the coming years electronic media, such as
videodiscs and pAsonal computers, wilt increasingly replace this
trailitional role; Teachers will still identify learning needs;
lireet students to resources, evaluate progress, and assist When
problems are encountered; These activities, however, constitute
a hasi(7ally different role for the teacher--a role that stresses
managing _learning rather than providing information. Teachers
Will need considerable assistance in making this shift;

As the certifying agent for 4.eachers0the state department
of ftdwati(m is in the most powerful position -to- change the role

v(wational instructors to meet the needs of the _coming years.
Otmpetency-haled instruction provides a model for individualizing
instruotion, but future and present teachers need to learn bow to
plan and manage such instruction. Requirements for teacher
training institutionsitutions should he developed to emphasize the in-
structor as a manager of learning. Inservice programs and 'staff
development material should stress this new role.

Researc_h__on fllect_ronic/_ns_t_ruction

one of the major causes of the change in the role of the
teacherthe personal computer- -can also he one of the major aids
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in bringing this dhange about. Tie personal computer is the
ideal_ device for individualizing instruction. Program's can he
developed for personal computers to assess competencies, guide
students to sources and activities, provide information, and sim-
ultaneously keepan ongoing record of student's progress; All of
the record-keeping that burdens most current individualized pro-
grams can be computerized.

Considerable research and development will he needed, bow-
ever; to realize the full potential ofthis and other new elec-
tronic technologies. TO What degree can electronic media teach
manipulative Skillt? What is the proper blend of computer-
assisteA instruction and hands-on experience? The development af
instructional material for electronic delivery is often very
expensive.Ts tl.s.ere sufficient market demand- to expect commer-
cial suppliers to develop appropriate Material or will public
funds need to be used?

obtain the Support of Teachers

note than the development and application of integrated
elfferings, a new model of teaching, or etettemics mg,dia if

tecondaty_vowational_ education is to change. its instructors must
ehderStand and accept the need for change. Each state and local-
ity that intends_ to moves its secondary programs toward a broalet
education role should develop_a specific strategy for infrming
teachers of the reasons for the changes and the roles they will

play in implementing them. An acceptance of the necessity of
change by instructors is essential to the success of all efforts.

If teachers play a_role_in planning and carrying out the changes,
A sense of ownership will he developed and implementation will he

much easier.

Postsecondary Vocational=Technical Education

The environment that postsecondary vocational=technical edu-
cation will facet for the next three to five yeers will be much
the same as that facinq secondary programs: fewer young people
in the age range traditionally served, rapid rates of technologi-
cal change, and a federal emphasis on serving groups with speciel

needs.

The other major influence on vocational eitleationincreasel
requirements for high school graduation--should exert the oppo-

site pressure on postsecondary programs than it does on secon-

dary. !f secondary vocational progrems move toward a broader
odue7Ational role; postsecondary programs will he called upon to

provide more training in specific occupational skills. These
leMandii will come not only from young people preparing for
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entry-level eployment, hut also from adult workers who need
uplraainq awl from displaced workers.

Rapid rates of technological change suggest that *much of the
current work force will have to acquire new skills. Office Atitti=

nation, for example; will_affect a very large proportion of the
work_force_Within the next ten years; _Cffice workers at all
leVL41S will need training in how best_to use this new technology
(Pruner; Unger; and Lewis 1984). Rapid rates of economic_change;
due both to technology and foreign competition; are also likely
in coming_years; This will cause some permanent displacement of
adult :markers who will need retraining for new occupational
qkill.

l',stseconglary institutions are well Situated to provide both
up9rad.q., and retraining. They are geographically_hcceatible to
lost )1 the work force and have an aura of 'higher" education
that incrt-ases their psychological acceptability to adults.

Post,-econdary institutions can also position themselves to
play a major role in trainin9 the economic disadvantaged; dis-
01,v:01 houernakero_ana other_groups with special needs. The Job
Training Partnership Act (.ITPA)_specifies that 'Appropriate edu-
cation agencies in the service delivery area shall be provided
the opportunity to provide education services'ASet_107_ (c);,
PL 97-3(10). This requirement and other provision* in the act eft..

phasize the need for_ coordination of JTPA activities with regular
state educat:on and training agencies. It is highly likely that
the reauthdritation of federal vocational legislation will have
comparable language stressing coordination of vocational educe-
tiim with JTPA.

If the administrators of postsecondary institutions wish to
expand their role in providing services to special needs popula-
tions; present cnslitions are favorable._ Postsecondary_institn-
tion must assure_that their capacity and willingness to play
this role are well. represented at the state level on JTPA coor-
dinating councils and vocational advisory councils and at the
local level on Private Industry Councils.

DvIi_ratinns kffpetinn ALEL:Levels

Tn addition to the varying implications t secondary and
pJStqeconlary levels; there_are others that affect all levels.
Throe of thcsei linkage with employers; responding to critical
skills needs; and responding to technological change are die=
i:1101 in this section;

Linkage With Employers

Although th° broader objectives of secondary_vocational edu-
atiml are likely to recei%e increase, attention in coming years;

SI
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preparation for employment will continue to be the unique role of

vocational instruction. At all levels, develaping closer ties

with employers will help vocational education provide better pre-
paration for employment and respond to anticipated conditions in

the next few years.

Several surveys of employers (Hemmings 1982: Nunez and

Russell 1982:_Owensand Honthey 1983) reflect a large untapped

potential. Many employers exprett a Willingness to furnish

equipment, provide summer employment to update instructors, loan

personnel to te,..ycli classes, and provide work experience for stu-

dents. These are all in addition to their customary role of

serving on advisory committees.

Close ties with the private sector can simultaneously serve

several purposes._ First; these ties can keep programs_and in-

structors up-to -date. Second, they can cut equipment costs.
Third, they can provide motivation and experience with thereali-

ties of the Workplace for students. Fourth, they can generate an

influential constituency supix,rtive of vocational programs. And

fifth, cooperation with employers can move instructors toward the

manager of learning model of individualized instruction for each

student.

If unemployment continues to fall, the coming years should

be a favorable time for increased linkages with employers. The

national administration has been encouragina private voluntc:er

action instead of government programs. Federal tars legislation

has been passed to 1courage employers to hire cooperative edu-

cation students from disadvantaged families and many states pro-

vide tax incentives for donating equipment to public education

programs.

Fs they work tore with business and industry, vocational

educators will have to be cautious that they do not serve em-

ployers more than students. If vocational education is to cnn-

tinue to he education and not job training for employers, the

development of the indiv'ual must remain its primary goal.

Cooperation with employers should be a means of achieving the

goal of individual development, not a goal in itself.

Critical_Slala

There is much debate about hether there are or are not

shortAges in critical skills areas in the labor borce, Two

studies conducted at the National Center for Research in Voca-

tional nducation (Starr 19R3, 1984) have found little support for

Such shortages either in national data sources or through the

experiences of state and local vocational educators. Still the

concern remains, especially among defenie.=related industries and

civilian industries that use the 'MO skills.
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Since expenditures for national defense influence certain
states and localities far more than others, the U.S. Department
of Education could work with the .S. Department of Defense to
identify those areas likely to experience major increases in
demand for skilled workers as a result of defense contracts:
'Jerk has already been done to develop methods for identifying
such areas (Matland 1983).

When a state is informed that a large contract has been
awarded, the state vocational education agency could facilitate
planning to respond to projected skill needs. The state, through
its State Occupational Information Coordination Committee (SOICC)
should he able to identify occupational staffing patterns in the
industries and labor market areas that will he affnted and com-
pare these to projections of thP supply of workers in these occu-
pations.

If serious shortages are apparent, the state agency could
contact local institutions and alert thm to these potential
sh)rtages. The local- institutions could then check the state
rojeetions against their own planning data and, if needed, plan
progratis to meet anticipated shortages. The state agency could
play a coordinating role to prevent duplication of effort.*

Responding to Technological Change

In an age of rapid teChnological change, it may seemsur-
prising to find this topic the last to be addressed. It is true
that we are living through a period of rapid change stimulated
primarily by international economic competition and theappli7
cation of_nieroelectronies to wide variety -of industrial and
conmerrial processes. Those- developments will Undoubtedly have a
far-reaching impact on how the economy is organized to provide
firoln and services, an well as _on the skills needed in the work
force: Tn the next three to five yearn; ho ever; the hest
ovidence this project could ilss.311131.0 suggests that the impact
will he evolutionary, not revoletionary;

Project staff examined two technological areas._in depth:
Alt,wiated oanefacturing and office aetonation. In these- areas,
Aticip.IteA np,1 does not currently justify program develowent
specifically for robotics. The broader area _of aetomated menu-
faetoring has greater potential need, and industry representa-
tives suggest that curricula be developed for training in flex-
ible automation technology; The justification for such a

APesponlipiy) Defense Industrial prase Training Needs by Starr
(10e4) dineesses these and related procedures in much more
detail
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curriculum is discussed in a companion report, Robotics and

Office Autcetationcations for Vocational Education
(Prater, Unger, and Lewis 19B4) .

Other evidence indicates keyboard skills will continue to he

critical in the automated office Bor. the next three to five

years. If workers have adequate keyboard skills (i.e., approx-

imately fifty words per minute 'With fewer than two errors per

pesge), employers are willing to train them in theoperation of

specific machines. Developing an underttanding of the logic of

word processing should be an objective of All instruction in

typing. Identification and disseminatior of an exemplary in-
structional module to teach this logic should he a national

priority.

Electronics in the trades. The metalworking, automotive,

And appliance repair trades have already felt the effects of

electronics technology. In the near future, knowledge of elec-

tronics will he needed in most of the building trades. Workers

in these occupations need not he electronict technicians, but

they do need to understand basic principles and be able to LISC

computer-assisted design equipment. Research is needed to

determine Aether the changed in the occupational areas being

affected by electronics are of sufficient magnitude to warrant

the development of instructional moduled in electronics for the

separate trades.

Concluding Remarks

Those who cane to this report expecting it to chart a braVe

new direction for vocational education May be disappointed. The

suggestions provided to help vocational educators pr*pare for the

most likely future are, to a large degree, restatamente of sound

educational practices-=practices t4;at are more often honored than

observed. For example, all new teachers are taught (often in

large lecture halls) that they Should individualize instruction.

%ogiStics and record - keeping have, houever, been 6orridahle har=

rierS. The diffusion of personal computers throughoat education

should help to overcome many of the obetacles to establish true

individualited instruction. Differentiated functions for voca-

tional education at the Secondary and` postsecondary levels would

he a more fundamental change, but once again congruent with what

many have long advocated.

The next few years wiil place many demands upon vocational

elucation. It will be called upon to conduct traditional entry-

level instruction, to help ensure that students have basic com-

munication and computational skills, to play an expanded role in

training the Aisadvantaged, and to retrain and upgrade more adult

workers than ever before. At the same time, it will be called
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upon once again to justify its claim as a legitimate component of
secondary c4lucation. The challenges are many, and many procram
adjustments Will he needed. Nevertheless, the broad support that
vocational education receives from students, parents, employers,
school board members, and legislators indicates it has served a
wide variety of needs in the past and that it can continue to do

so in the future.
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CoNSTRUCT1NG THE MODEL OF THE
INFLUENCES ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Background

The model of the environment within Which vocational educa-
tion operates was built upon previous research completed at the
National Center and synthesised other information deemed relevant
to understanding the context of vocational education.

Previous research included a report generated by the Intti-
tute blr the Future (1979) under contract with the National
Center; tica identified variables wiChin the categories of demo-
graphy, the labor force, the economy, societal expectations, and
education that woro expected to affect vocational education.
This r,vott contsined forecasts of a number of trends that were
judged t4: be .1,gnificant for vocational education, It also anal-
yzed the uglicy implication's of Olase trerias in educational Ln-
vironmentJI and assessed the vulflerability of these policy deci-
sions to nArther changes. That report differs from the report
presentcA: here in that no mt)de/ or framework as to how these
variables fit together was presorated.

Lewis and Russell (Ifiell) cemducted a Delphi study of the
probability and potential of- p=ossible future events on
vocational education. They also held a_conference of selected
participants tc) discuss major policy influences on vocational
education and to develop three alternative futures: best, worst,
and standard world scenarios;

Ruff, Shylo, and Russell (1981) conducted a cross-impact
study that incorporated three expanded world scenarios. They
identified significant trends, and asked experts to identify
possible policy decisions that could be made about these trends.
The experts then identified the probable interactions between the
policy decision and the trends.

Although these previous studies are valuable in identifying
the relevant trends for 'consideration, no systematic attempt was
rade to integrate these trends and relatianships into a model or
conceptual framework. The model presented in figure 1-1 repre-
sents the first attempt to identify the relevant relationships in
the environment for vocational education.

Procedurs

Building on previous research at the National Center, a
draft model of the environment for vocational education was con=.
strutted: It consisted of three major sections: economic and
governmental influences, technological influences, and demogra-
phic/labor force influences. A brief discussion of the contend-
ing scenarios of, the future proposed by major, writers in the
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field was alto prepared. These two items were submitted to a
panel of experts for review. The panelists were selected on the
basis of national prominence and peer nomination to represent a
variety of parspectiveS, including political science, sociology,
acvernment, vocational education, and scholarly specialization in
futures research and research on technological change.

Conversations were held with each panelist individually so

that their critiques were not influenced by interaction among

them. The panelists were asked to critique the discussion of the
:ontending scenarios of future developments and the extent to
which the elements in the model andA4e relationships among them
accurately reflect the environment for vocational education. The

comments of each expert were summarized and the panelists were
asked to review the summary for accuracy. Ali comments were then
analyzed and a revision of the model prepared. The revised model
appears as figure 1=1 in the main body of this report.

This model does not attempt to specify the mathematical
relationships between the components. To construct a mathema-
tical model, well-confirmed, time=independent theorems about the

nature of the relationships must be available. In vocational

education, no such theorems exist. Thus, for this report infor-
mation has been assembled about the elements of the model, and
conclusions have been drawn using a judgmental (subjective) in-

tegration approach. "The pragmatic approach of timeliness Etakea]
precedence over the intellectual desire fiar a more complete theo-
retical understanding of all of the underlying factors" (Helmer
1983, p. 103).

A forecast is defined as "a staement about future events
Which is based upon assumptions Which are either explicit or able

to be determined" (Sylvan and Thordon 1980, p. 267). The model

serves as an explicit statement of the aasamptioas about the
relationships in the vocational education that are the basis of

the judgmental integration approach employed in this report.
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PANELISTS
Model of Influence on
Vocational Education

Specialists -in Technological_Change

Dr. Robert Ayers
Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA

Sociologists

Dr. Robert Kaufman
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX

Politieal_Scientists

Dr. Jon Miller
Northern Illinois University

TL

Futurists

Dr. Earl Joseph
Private Consultantl
St. Raul, MN

Dr. Henry David
Private Consultant
Washington, DC

Vocational Educators

Pr. Gene Bottoms
P.merican Vocational

Arlington, VA

Mr. Bernard Ferreri
city Colleges of Chicago
Chicago, IL

Dr; Fred Rossini
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA

Dr. Thomas Daymont
Temple University
Philadelphia, PA

Dr. Nazli Choucri
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Cambr!Age, MA

Dr. Warren Johnson
San Diego State University
San Diego; CA

Dr. John Light
Rocking Technical College
Nelsonville, OH



Mr. Neal Rosenthal
Occupational Outlook Division
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, DC

Pr. Thomas Johns
Office of Vocational ani
Adult Education
U.S. Department of Educatfon
Washington, DC
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ECONOMIC-GOVtRNMENT COMPONENTS

National Goals:
State of the Union
Budget of the United Stater

Business eyries:
Survey of Curremt_Business

International Economic Competition:
4, H.S. Department of Commerce

Current Levels of_Econemic_ketivit in thc= Nation:
Business magazines; Business Week, Fortune

6 U.S. Department of Commerce index of leading indicators

PensEptions of Public Education and Training's Co! to

Goal_Attainment:
Csimmission reports
U.S. Congress Testimony
Budget of the United States

Public Funding of Mucation/Training:
Budget of the United States
U.S. Office of Education reports
Other legislation

Education:
C.S. Department of Education reports
Mational reports and commission reports

Experiences of Students:
national Longitudinal Study of the High School CIass of
1972
National Longitudinal Surveyt of Labor Market Experience
New Youth Cohort

High School and Beyond

Vocational Education:
U.S. Office of Education report
Project Baseline (University of Northern Arizona)
National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience
Youth Cohort

Vocational Education Data System (VEDS)
National Longitudinal Survey Youth Cohort
High School and Beyond
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TECHNOLOGY COMPONENTS*

Commercial Feasibility:
Office of Technology Assessment, U.S. Congress

Diffusion:
Trade journals
Predicasts forecasting abstract service
Trade associations

Demand for New Skills
U.S. Department of Labor reports
Trade journals

Displaced _workers:
Studies of specific Achnolonies
Data on displacement due to international competition and
geographic shifts will he assembled during second year of
project

Projections of Labor Force Needs:
U.S. Department of Labor

DEMOGRAPHY=LABOR FORCE COMPONENTS

airtlirates_and_linntigration:
* Population estimates, U.S. Bureau of the Census

Students of
Projections of the population, U.S. Bureau of the Census

Occupational Interests, Plans:
(Data not ;Wie-TOTNid, will he examined in second year of
2roject)

Labor Faice Par-ti 1 b 1 I

U.S. Department of Labor

Enrollments in Education and Training:
U.S. Office of Education
Job Training 'artnership Act

*Technological innovation .z..nd technical feasibility are not being
tracked because the influences of these components are too remote
and uncertain for the planning of education in the next three to
five years.
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TABLE C.1

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION BY YEAR
AND SELECTED A(Z GROUPINGS

.mMININIM

YEAR TOTAL POPULATION 16-19 YEARS 20-24 YEARS
(Thousands) (Thousands) (Thausinds)

a 1970 205,052 15,289 17,202

1971 207,661 15,687 18,159

1912 209,896 16,040 18,153

1973 211,909 16,446 18,521

1974 243,854 16.769 18,975

1975 2150973 17,016 19,527

19% 218,035 1i,195 19,986

1977 220,239 17,275 20,499

1978 222,385 17,287 20,946

1979 225,055 17,242 21,297

1980 227,658 17,131 21,605

1981 229,607 16,679 21,938

h 1982 231,997 16,191 21,920

1983 234,193 15,612 21,852

1984 236,413 14,999 21,6817

19873 238,648 14,652 21,282

1990 249,731 13,703 18,567

SOURCES: aU.S.Department of Commerce (July t982, p 24)

b1J.S. Department of Commerce (October 1982, p. 5)

NOTE: The data in this to inclutle individuals in the arced forces who
are overseas.
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TABLE C.2

POPULATION 01STRIBUTION_PY YEAR4
SELECTED ACE CROUP, AND S4

167.19_YEARS
200.24 YEARS

(:housands)
(Thousands)

mud.
YEAR s)puLATIoN Total Men Women Total Meh Women

(ThQusandS)

a 1970 205,052 15,289 7,755 7,535

1971 207,661 15,687 7,957 7,730

1972 209,896 16,040 8,135 1,904

1973 211,909 16,446 8,345 8,100

(974 213,814 16,769 8,514 8,254

1975 215,973 17,016 8,640 8,377

1976 218,035 17;195 84134 8,460

197: 220,239 17,275 8,780 8,497

1978 222;585 17,287 8,789 01,500

1979 225,051 17,242 8,:73 8,469

1980 227,658 17,131 8,723 8,406

1981 229,807 16,679 8,496 8,183

17,202

18,159

18,153

18,521

18,975

19,527

8,655

9,130

9,130

9,320

9,554

9,839

19,986 10,071

20,499 40,332

20,946 10,557

21,297 10,736

21,605 10,900

21,938 11,096

8,541

9,029

9,023

9,202

0,421

9,688

9,915

10,:67

10,389

'Num
1:'i,' 03

10,842

082 231,997 16,191 8,250 7,94.: 21,920 11,104 10,816 .

1983 234,193 15,612 7,958 7,655 21,852 11,082 10,770

1984 236,413 14,999 7,646 7,353 21,687 11,006 0,681

1985 238,668 14,652 7,473 7,180 21,282 10,80. 10482

1990 249,71I D 13,703 6,999 6,703 18,567 9,433 9,134

SOURCES: 'U.S. Department of Commerce (July 1982, p. 24)

bILS. Department of Cosseree (Pctober 19824 p. 5)

93TE: These data include
Individuals in the arwed forces who are

overseas.
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TABLE e.3

LABOR FORCE DISTRIBUTION BY YEAR AND
SELECTED AeR. GROUPINGS

YEAR. TOTAL LABOR FORCE
(Thousands)

16=19 YEARS
(Thousands)

20=24 YEARS
(Thousands)

1970 82,771 7,249 10,597

1971 84,382 7,470 11,331

1972 87,034 6,054 12,130

1973 89,429 8,507 12,846

1974 91,949 8,871 13,314

1975 93,775 8,870 13,750

1976 96;158 9,05A 14,284

1017 99,009 9,351 14,825

1;18 102,251 9,652 15,370

1979 104,962 9,638 15,769

1980 106,940 9,378 15,922

:981 108,670 8,988 16,099

1982 109;672 9,233 15,981

1983 111;552 9,005 16,024

1984 113,301 8,723 16,021

19t'5 114,985 8,563 15,883

19%1 122,375 8,410 14,197

SOURCES: aU.S. treartwent of Labor (1982h, p 140)
IMF.: These data are annual averages for the civilian labor force.

J.S. Wpartnent of Libor (1982a, p. 128)
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TABLE C.4

LABOR PACE DISTRIBUTION BY YEAR,
SELECTED ACE GROUPS6 ANT) SEX

16-19 YEARS 20-24 YEARS
(Thousands) (Thousands)

TOTAL
YEAR LABOR F0RC Total Men Women Total Men Womem

Mod ands
---

a 1970 -82- 1 7,249 4,008 3,241 7)6597 5,717 46880

1971 446382 76470 46172 3,298 11,331 6,233 5,098

1972 87,034 86054 4,476 36578 12,130 6,76b 5,364

1973 89,429 8,507 4,693 3,814 12,486 7,183 56663

1974 91,949 86871 40361 4,010 136314 7,387 5,926

1975 93,775 8,870 46805 4,065 13,750 7,565 6.185

1976 96,158 9,056 4,886 4,170 14,284 7,866 6,418

1977 99,009 9,351 5,048 4,303 146825 86109 6,717

1978 1026251 9,552 5,149 4,503 15,370 8,327 7.043

1979 1046962 9,638 5,111 4,527 15,769 8,535 7,214

1980 106,940 9,378 4,999 4,381 15,922 86607 7;315

1981 1086670 8,988 46777 4,211 16,099 86648 7,451

h 1982 109,672 9,233 4,809 46424 15,981 8,441 7,540

1983 1116552 9,005 4,663 4,342 16,024 8,400 7,624

1984 113,301 8,723 4,491 4-6232 16,021 8,343 7.678

1985 114,985 8,563 4,387 4,176 156883 8,205 76678

1990 122.375 86410 4,216 46194 14,197 76066 76131,
SOURCES: *U.S. Department of Labor (1982b- p. 140)

NOTE: These dots include the civilian labor force only.

41.1.54 Department of Labor (1982a, p. 128)
NOTE: These data include the civilian labor force only, middle

growth projections.
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TABLE 0.5

SIZE OF THE U.S. LABOR FORCE BY AGE AND SEX, P950-2000

MEN BY AGE (=ups (IN MILLIONS)10.**10%
YEAR 14=15 16=17 18=24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 & over

1950 .6 1.1 7.0 11.0 10.0 8.2 5.8 2.5

1960 .6 6.9 10.9 11.3 9.6 6.4 2.3

1970 .9 1,8 9.9 12.0 10.8 10.5 7;1 2.1

1977 .9 2.1 11.7 15.7 10.5 10.4 6.8 1.8

1980 .8 2.0 11.9 17.1 12.0 10.2 7.7 1.8

1990 .7 1.8 9.7 19.3 17.0 11.1 7.3 1.6

2 0 .8 2.4 9.6 16.1 19.1 15.3 7.9 1.2

WOMEN BY AGE GROUPS (IN MILLIONS).*
YEAR 14=15 16=17 18=24 25=34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 & over

1950 3.8 4.1 4i2 1.3 1.8 .6

1960 .3 .8 3.8 4.1 5.3 5,,3 3.0 .9

1970 .6 1.3 6.8 5.7 6.0 6.5 4.2 1.1

1977 ;7 1.7 8;8 9;2 6.8 6.7 4.3 1.1

1980 .6 1.7 9.3 9.6 7.4 7.1 5.2 1.3

1990 .6 1.7 8.3 12.7 It.7 8.8 6.2 1.4

2000 .6 2.5 9.2 12.2 15.0 14.6 8.0 1.4

Sok:BCE: Anderson (1978, p. 802).
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TABLE C.6

tk14oR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES BY SEX
(PARTICIPATION AS A PERCENT OF ALL PERSONS OVER 16)

YEAR MEN ICIKEN

a 1970 79.72 43.3%

1975 /7.92 46.32

1980 77.42 51.52

b 1985 77.72 56.52

1990 77; 2Z 59;6Z

1995 76.8% 61.22

SOURCES: aU.S. Department of Commerce (1983a, p. 377)

bU.S. 1partment of Labor (1982a, P. 128)
NOTE: Theae data inclwde the civilian labor

force only -middle growth project tai.
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TABLE C.7

LABOR FORCE DIS'IRSMSTION BY YEAR AND SEX

YEAR TOTAL (AMR FORCEI
(Thousands)

PEKENT MEN PERCENT WOKEN

1970 82,7/1 b 62;0 b 38,0 b

1971 84382 b 4-2.0 b ii..45 b

1972 F:',1;14 b 61.5 b 38.5 b

1971 91,72,6 62.0 38.0

1974 94,179 61.5 38;5

1975 95,955 60.9 39.1

:976 98002 63.2 39.8

1977 101,142 59.7 40.3

1978 104,364 59.0 41.0

1979 107,050 58.5 C.;
1980 104,054± Mt 41i9

T981 IA0,812 57.7 42.3

1962 112,364 c 57.2 42.8

1985 d 114,98') cr 44.6

1990 122,375 51.8 .46.1

SOURCt:S: all.S. Ikpartment of Cibilmerce ((9838, n. 376)
NOTE: Theme data include individual- in the armed forces.

b11, 5. bepartmen. of Labor (19826, p. 140)
NOM; These data include anoint Av e rages for th( civilian

labor force, sixteen years and over.

cNOT F.: These data are seasonally adjusted figures.

d0.S. P.:apartment of Labor (1962a. p. 128)
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TAW: C.8

LABaR FaRCE DISTRIBUTZaN_BY_YEAR, RACE; AND SFA
(AU 16+)

TOTAL
YEAR 1A83R FORCE

(Thousands)

(Thousazds)
BLACK AND OTHER

(ThWatiii0

Total Men Wane A Total Men %nen

a 1970 82,771

19::1 84,382

1972 8700,34

1973 89,429

1974 91,949

1475 93,775

1976 96,158

1977 99;009

1978 102,251

1979 1040962

1980 166;940

1981 h)8,670

tti 1982 109,672

1983 111,552.

1984 113,301

1985 114,985

1990 122;375

73,556

74963

77,275

',151

81,281

112,831

84;767

87,14A

(01634

'41,923

93,600

950A2

97;L21

98,995

100,316

105,867

66,035

46,904

48;118

48;920

490)343

505124

5U)13

5250n

52,955

¶3,856

54;4;3

54,895

54,910

57.409

55,818

56,228

57,800

27321

28;060

29,157

30,231

31,437

2;508

1.;i735

15008

w679

113,0617

390271

49,M7

41.1215

/420216

41,157

44,088

48;067
...M....E.-mbei1.=1.

9,218

9,418

9,761

io.kon

10,668

10,542

11,391

1,8$

13,038

17,:40

13,616

13,541

13;927

14,306

14,669

16,508

5,194

5,276

5,437

5;705

5,895

5,976

60141

fs;.62

6,870

6,980

7.079

6;932

7.085

7,234

7;372

8,080

4,024

4,142

4,323

4,575

4,772

4,961

5;505

5;951

6,168

65359

60539

-(6,609

6,347

7;072

7,247

8,428

aU.S._ De-epartment of Labor (1182b; p. 140)

NOTE: These data tactful* amniAl averAges for the civilian tabor force
sixteen year and over.

hU.S. Lepertsent of Labor (1982&, O. 128)
NOTE: Theie dito ?.nclude intitivf.dualx in the civtllan labor force only,

Iniddle growth projeetio,A.
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TA C.9

LABOR FORCE PARTICIWATION BY MINORITIES. Y SEX
(B U{« AND OTHER;

YEAR WMEN

A 19;0 76.5% 495%

1975 71.9Z 49.47.

1980 71.5% 53.6%

b 1985 710% 58 3%

1990 L1.5% 61.1%

1995 7i.3%

SOURCES: aDepartment of Commerce (t981a, p; 377)

bU.N. M'partment of Labor (1982A. _0._12)) _

t4OTK. These data tnclude individuals to the Civilian
labor farce ot:yi middle growth projections.



TABLE C.10

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF LABOR FORCE;
BY RACK-, YF.Aiti As31 SEX

AlITE 19 70

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

BACK 1970

6 1971
oTNEK 1972

197 s

1974

1975
I97o

1977

1978

1979

PERCF:ST MEN
Righa Sc 1-ool 1=-3 Year*
(CrMur.te Post Secorda fy

PERCENT WOMEN

DIgh School 1-3 Years
(..rdisate Post Secorsiary

35.8 2 14.1 Z 47.1 2 13.6 2

36.4 14.5 46.6 14.4
$t.7 14.4 45.9 13.6
36.4 15,0 46.4 14.0
.?6.5
36.8

15..4,
15.9

45.2
45.8

15 ;5
15.6

36.33 16.5 45.4 16.3
36.4 16.7 41.6 16,6
36.4 17.2 45.7 17.1
36.8 17.7 45.6 17,8

:6.3 2 8.0 2 34.; 2 1(1.3 2

L9.2 9.0 37.: !0.1

29.2 8.6 36.4 10.3

11.1 9.9 36.8 12.4

J1.5 10.8 37.4 13.6

31.7 11.7 38.3 13.2

7 '.4 12.0 38.8 13.7

,J3. T: 17..4 38:1 13.5

37.' 14.5 38.5 15.2

3(.S 13.8 34:' 17.4

If :g- 197() NA iii NA Mi

PM 1C 1971 K1: !AKA NA NA

19 72 NA NA NA NA

19 73 MA NA NA, NA

1974 iri5 2: 10.6

1975 25.2 11.0

1976 27.1 10.7

1977 26.4 12.5

1978 26.4 13.0

1979 27 ".1 12.9

Cu OR M U.S. Department of Labor ( 1980;

7 13.3 2 10.8 2

34.0 11.8

37.0 11.6

34..3 13.5

34.7 13.5

37.4 12.9

1..111.111111

P- 1363
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TABLE C. 11

TOTAL SEO3NUARY tiOCATI0NAL EDUCATION ENROLLMF.NT
AS A PetICE WAGE OF TOTAL SECDFDARY EMOLLIENT

YEAR
TOTAL_SEalINDARY

EketOLMENT
(Millions)

TOTAL SECONDARY -VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION_ ENROLMENT

(1411lionr.)

Z OF TOTAL SECONDARY
ENROLMENT

1970 a 19.7 5.1 262

1971 19.7 6.5 332

1972 i9.7 7.2 36Z

1971 20.3 7.3 361

1976 20.0 8.4 422

19 75 70.5 9.4 462

1916 20.3 148 432

1977 20.0 9.6 48%

1978 18.9 141.2 542

1979 MI c 10.1 d 532

1980 b 1 t1.1 10.5 e 582

1981 11.6 NA NA

1982 17,3 NA 1C1,

1985 C 16.8 NA NA

19%) 15.6 1V NA

SWJRCgS: 1111.c. Departnrnt of FAucatIon '1980, p 20)
tb1.k.S. Department of F.ducution (1983b. p. 28)

NOTE: These data reflect actual enrollments.
cV.S. Deparment of F.ducatton 0983b, p. :8)

NOTE: Timar. data reflect projected enrollnents.
1:1.S. Department of Mutation (1983e, p. 6)

M.S. ')cpartment of Wocation (19R3d. P. 5)



?AFL:: C.12

ENROLLMENT IN %MAMMAL FD0CATION. SY tML

TOTAL

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

YEAR ENROLLMEMTa

TOTAL SECONDARY
VOCATIONAL
EDILi:ATION

ENROLLAENTa

PERCENT OF
TOTt.
VOCATIONAL
ET)UCAT ION

ALL OTHER
AKE4:5 OF

WDCArtONAL
ifmnATION

PERCENT OF
TOTAL
VOCATIONAL
mucavaN

1970 . 93.960 5.114.451 58% 3i§71.-509 42%

1971 10.495.411 6,494,641 62% 4,0()0.770 38%

1972 114602.144 7.231.648 62% 4.370.496 382

1973 12.072.445 7.3!-;.962 61t 4.718.483 39%

1974 13.555.639 8.4330750 622 5.121.889 38Z

1975 15040.426 9.426.'i76 612 5.914.050 392

1976 15.1710322 80860.947 592 6.272.175 41/.

1977 16,134970 52.816 597. 6,572.141 412

1978 16, 704,6 10.236.117 (AZ 6.461,809 392

1979 16,725,111 b 10,095.884 b tiaz 60629.227 b 404

1980 16.8610828 c 10.466,231 c 62T 6.395.593 c 38%

.1.004 . 141../......
SOURCES: aU.S. Office of Education 0197 , p. 4)

bU.S. Department of Educaticil (1983c, p. 6),

cU.S. Department of Education .ZIII344 p. 5)



TAffiLE C.)1

if Pr R SiXL1.1.V.RY VOCATIoNAL EDUCATION AND OCCUPATIONALLY
11PECIFIC ENROLLWAT BY YEAR (SECONDARY)

YEAR&

TOTAL SECONDARY VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION ENROLIAENT'

OCCUPATIONALLY SPECIFIC
ENROLIVIENT

1970 5,114,451 NA

1971 6,4940641 NA

1972 7,231,648 NA

1973 7,353,962 NA

1974 804334750 NA

1975 94426,376 NA

1976 84860,947 NA

1977 90562086 NA

1978 10,2360117 3,0394407 c

1979 1000950884 d 2,926,260

1980 100466,231 e 2,857,7.59

reill110.1.MMOW

SOURCES: aNOTE: Years 1970-1978 nre fiscal years; 19/79 is school year 1979.i.80;
198n 'ictnnl voar 1980-81,

htl. S. Of Uke of Educe t ion (1979, p, 4)

c-Col laday sod 1dulfsberg (1981, p. 47)
NOTE: These data aro for grades eleven and tulelve only

Department of F.ditcat fon (198,3c, p- fi) 75)
NOTE: Thew data tnelude total Secondary enrollments.

Department of Educition ;_983d, p. 5, 75)
NOTE: Thet;e Mut inaude total secondary enrollments.

NOTE: occopatiosilly spell f14 enrollment figures wore not t led unr
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TABLE C.14

CROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT RELATED
TO TOTAL. EXPENDFIVRCS FOR EDUCATION

YEAR
GNP

(Mil liens)
SCHOOL

YEA

TOTAL. EXTENDITURES
FOR EDUCATION
(Thousands)

AS A PERCENT
OF GNP

1969 $ 935,541 1969-70 70,400;980 7.5%

19 71 1,063,436 1971-72 82.949,062 7.82

1973 1;306,554 497 74 98,019,434 7.5Z

197; 1,528,833 1975-76 121 .603 ,R41 8;02

1977 1,899,508 1977-713 140,367,563 7.42

1979 2.413,900 1979.=80 169,615,149 a 7.0%

1981 20925,50 a 1981-82 199,800,000 b 6.82

U.S. Deportment of Edix:.ition (1982, Ai 23)
OThese ck2ta are prelialoary datr.4
brines° clata are estimates.
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TABLE C.15

VOCATIoNi _ -MCAT ION EXPEND 114i3RES VEA)
Sn , SY YEAR (CURRENT DOLLARS)

F , .

VOCATIONAL IVICATION EXPENDITURES (Millions)

Total 4, Total
Total Federal F&leralilocal

FEDI:AU:1 AS
PERCENT OF TOTAL

1970 a S1,841.1 S3(10.() $1,541.101 16.32
1971 h 2,399.0 3934 20005.0 16.42
1912 r 2,660.7 .466.0 2,194;7 17.52
VI, 13 3,033.6 482.4 2,551.3 16.(12
1974 3,433.8 468-2 2,965,6 13.62
1975 4,037.2 5i6; I 3,501.1 13.32
1976 4,713.5 543.2 4,170.3 11.5
1977 4,962.5 533.6 4,421L9 10.7t
1978 5,673,5 499.1 5,_1T4 4 Sin
1979 6,657.2 658.1 5,999.0 9.92
1980 6,914.0 745.5 6,168.6 10.72
1981 7,513.5 853.6 6,659.9 11;32

aGol 1 aday and Wulf sherg (1981, p. 135)

ttrrhe Mot Lolal Gnter
t54, 156, 157)

fot Research In Vocatio.tal Edzation (1979,

De.,artm.nt of Edncatton (1983A0 p. 152)
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TAM :4-16

VOCAXIONAi, utEeims EXPENDITURES (98A)s_
BY 9011 CE, SY YEAR (CONSTANT 1981 DOLLARS)

P-iscEL.
TZAR

1.41,

TOM
EXPE ND MIRES

(Ril lituttw)

TOTAL PEI:elm
EXPENDITURES

limas)

TOTAL

SVC EiLiX AL
EXPENDITURES
(MI Ilona)

$1.4ERA1.

AS PERCENT
OF TOTAL

1970 $3;933.2 041;0 $3.292.5 16.3

1971 4,8145.5 Y02.2 4.083.1 16.4

1972 5,6004 980.8 4.619.2 17.

197Y 6;137.0 975.8 5. Ica I6;0
1974 6.376= 869. 5.506.9 13.6

1/75 6.75.7 896.5 5.854.2 13.3

1976 7;3594 848.1 6;511.2 11.5

1977 7;321,2 787;4 6.535.8 10.7

1978 7;845.3 690.2 7,155.2 8.8
1979 8;415. 831.9 ?583.4 9.9

1980 7;711.3 831.6 6.88147 10.8

1981 7.513.6 853.6 6.659.9 11.4

SOUliCti U.S. Departaent c &We, ton p. 150

(34
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